News from Peef & Lo
BLASTED: Tips on How to Survive the
Wisconsin Heat
How hot is it?
It’s so hot the birds have to use
potholders to pull worms out of
the ground… hot water now
comes out of BOTH taps… when
the temperature drops below 95º,
we actually feel a chill in the air…
Yeah, it’s been a crazy summer.
And if you know either Peef OR
Lo, you know that the poor souls
just weren’t made for this sort of
weather. Paul starts to melt at
temperatures anywhere above
75º. And Lo is just a headache
waiting to happen in the
summertime anyhow…
So, how did we survive?
Well, folks, it wasn’t easy. But
we’ll share our secrets
1.

Air-conditioning.

2.

Air-conditioning.

3.

Air-conditioning.

Oh, wait. That’s the obvious
answer. What might not be so
obvious are some of the coping
mechanisms that we used, which
allowed us to actually ENJOY the
summer.
First off, we purchased a patio
set. Yeah, yeah — we wanted to
wait until we’d built that
awesome patio in the back
yard… the one with the secret
garden and the pergola. But the
truth of the matter was that we
just couldn’t put our lives on hold
for the sake of a project that is
going to take a few more years of
work and saving to accomplish.
So, we broke down.
It’s all good, though. We’ve
spent many a gorgeous evening
sitting outside on our lovely

chairs, gazing out into the alley,
watching the cement practically
MELT into the sewer drains.
We found that we appreciate
our A/C all the more when
we’ve spent a few hours
outside. And we discovered
that a glass of wine tastes a lot
better when you drink it out in
the fresh air. So, we’ve spent
some happy times outside,
despite ourselves.
We also discovered that
keeping well-hydrated is a good
and right thing to do — and it
even fends off headaches. Paul
has taken to carrying a bottle of
SMARTWATER (or some such
thing) around with him at every
given moment. And we
probably slurp when we walk,
we’ve been drinking so much of
the stuff. In order to save more
water for ourselves, we’ve
boycotted watering our poor
lawn. So, it looks (sadly) like a
raging fire burned right through
our yard and took it out.
Fortunately, we were able to
mulch some of our gardens in
the front yard. So, our hope is
that the lovely flowers blooming
out front distract people enough
so that they don’t actually see
the sad, sad grass. (the upside
of our neglect is that we’ve
barely had to mow our lawn in
weeks!!)
In other news, Lo—being the
vain, vain girl that you all know
that she is—tried one of the
new lotion potions that
promises to make even whiteas-a-sheet gals like herself look
as if they have a golden glow.
She was quite happy with the
results, and felt that her newly

tanned legs gave her license to
wear shorts and skirts without
blinding anyone. Her biggest
disappointment with the whole
affair is that the product really
only made her skin a “normal”
tone — not really tan at all.
Needless to say, she had to
give up on her dream of being a
bronze beauty. Rather more
quickly than she had intended.
In other beauty news, we read
somewhere that rinsing our hair
in champagne before going
outside would bring out the
blonde highlights… and that
rinsing with beer would add a
lovely sheen. So, we tried it.
Now, of course, anyone who
comes within two feet of us
thinks that we’re alcoholics.
Finally, we focused on the fact
that, unlike chinchillas (who
cannot generally survive in
temperatures above 70ºF), we
knew that we would survive the
heat and the drought — and
make it THANKFULLY into the
waiting arms of autumn. Likely
without a scratch.
So, here we are — eating our
summer harvest of tomatoes
right here at our patio table,
drinking a nice glass of wine,
our hair smelling of beer and
champagne… and we’re
toasting YOU! You have, after
all, gotten through this
thoroughly ridiculous article —
despite the fact that it hasn’t
given you a speck of insight into
how one actually DOES survive
a very hot summer. And you’ve
forgiven us for that. So, thanks.
We’ll see you again in the fall...
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We are SUPER HAPPY to
announce that our friends
Jeremy and Rebecca
welcomed their third child to
the world in July! Happy
Birthday Lucia!!

•

We’re crazed and excited to
report that the garden
reception for Paul’s brother
John and his new wife Alex
went off without a hitch at the
END of July.

•

We’re positively nuts about
the fact that we broke down
got another kitty! (read more
about it on the last page)

•

We have just harvested one
of the best crops of heirloom
variety tomatoes EVER. We
have recently overdosed on
succulent tomato
sandwiches.
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Reflecting on the Sun
This is an article for anyone who has ever
known a nice person who, despite their
niceness, was positively infuriating. It is
also for any understanding soul who might
have had a bad experience at some point
with a NICE neighbor who somehow
transformed into a BAD neighbor
overnight. This article is for people who
know HOW to forgive people — but who
also find it difficult at times.
Peef and Lo, for instance, are pretty nice
people. At least we think that they are.
They smile at strangers. They wave at
people walking past their house. They
pick up their dog poop (well, they would, if
they HAD a dog). And — this is a big one
folks — they mow their lawn. Sometimes
even weekly.
Now, this year, lawns didn’t need to be
mowed quite as often as they might have
needed it other years. There wasn’t
enough rain to really help the grass to
grow — and so, it didn’t. This was a great
blessing, and Peef and Lo heeded it as
such.
A particular set of their neighbors, on the
other hand, decided that this summer
would be the time to just STOP mowing
their lawn altogether. Or something.
We say “or something” because they
didn’t actually STOP altogether. They
mowed their FRONT lawn (you know, the
part of the lawn that other people SEE);
but they kind of left their back yard alone.
The nice neighbors have become the sort
of neighbors that no one wants — the
neighbors that don’t seem to realize that
you can see their ugly back yard from
over the fence… or from the alley. The
sort of neighbors that just start to appear
lazy and unkempt. And very, very BAD.

Right now, Lo is gazing OUT of the
kitchen window at this lawn. And it’s a
pretty interesting sight. There are weeds.
Not just your garden variety of weeds —
dandelions and wild plantain and such.
No, these are some sort of SUPER
weeds. Regular science experiments.
Some of them are upwards of four feet
tall. And most of them have reached the
stage in their life cycles where they are
setting flowers — or even going to seed.
They aren’t pretty flowers — nor are the
seeds particularly nice to look at
(especially when one considers that these
crazy weeds might blow their seeds over
into other yards — maybe even a certain
yard that belongs to Peef and Lo).
No, it’s not a pretty sight. And that’s why
Peef and Lo are puzzled.
At first, they wondered if their neighbors
had a broken lawn mower. They
surreptitiously placed their own lawn
mower OUT on the lawn — wondering if
said neighbor might spot it and ask to
BORROW it. They mowed both their
front and back lawns — figuring that said
neighbor might follow suit (human beings
being naturally predisposed to a “keeping
up with the Joneses” mentality). They
even stood out in the yard and sent LAWN
MOWING ENERGY over to their
neighbors, just in case they’d run out of it
somehow.
Still, the lawn remained. At first it was no
big deal. The grass grew a bit. But,
although it was slightly shaggy, it wasn’t
an eyesore. Their dog had a tendency to
mat the grass a bit when he ran around in
the back yard — so that also made the
lawn look a bit less like it was growing out
of control.

And then the weeds came.
They gave no warning. They settled in
without mercy. And they grew at an
astounding pace. They began to take
over. They taunted small neighborhood
children. They bit at the dog. They blew
their nasty seeds out, past the neighbor’s
fence, into the wild world.
Peef and Lo CURSED the weeds. They
bit their tongues and smiled at their
formerly-nice neighbors. They turned
their heads when they sauntered out into
the back yard to pick tomatoes and
squash. They turned their chairs away
from the weeds as they sat out on their
new patio set to enjoy a romantic dinner of
grilled panzanella salad and a glass of red
wine. But alas — ignoring weeds, they
soon found, does NOT make them go
away. And so, the weeds persisted. And
the grass grew. And weeks went by with
no progress.
The weeds persist. And Peef and Lo now
survive on sheer HOPE. Hope that the
nice neighbor will return to being nice —
after having been not-nice for a very long
time. Hope that the weeds will die. Or be
chopped down by a force of nature
(maybe a snowstorm or a hurricane).
Yeah—if you need any hope, we’ve got
plenty of it. Just drop by, and we’d be
happy to share. We also have a few extra
weeds to spare… if you are so inclined. :)

Wonderful Watermelon
One of the best things about the summer
weather is the abundance of fresh
produce that is available… and the
absolute succulence of it.
This year, we joined a CSA — a
Community Supported Agriculture
program — which delivers fresh, organic,
local produce to our door each week for
about 26 weeks. One of the great things
about our CSA is that it’s given us a
chance to really experience the Wisconsin
growing season to its fullest. Between the
produce delivered each week and the
produce we pick from the garden, we’ve
eaten the gamut of fruits and vegetables,
including some really outstanding things
that deserve extra-special mention.
LIKE THE WATERMELON.
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Yeah, yeah—watermelon is FILLED with
lycopene. It’s a great source for summer
hydration. And kids eat it like candy. But,
for whatever reason, I never fully
appreciated it until this year.
This year, when we got our first little
melon delivery, I didn’t even bat an
eyelash. I didn’t rush to the cutting board
as Paul hacked through the crisp rind and
exposed the tender, yellow flesh. I didn’t
even blink when the odor of it wafted past
my nose as I stood at the sink.
But, with that delectable first bite, I was
HOOKED. It was positively the best
melon I’d ever tasted — absolutely
amazing. It made me giddy. Sweet and
tender… little sugar-filled fibers popping
open with each crunchy bite. It was
intoxicating. I didn’t even want to put it into

a fruit salad — or hide it in a watermelon
margarita. I just wanted to smash my face
right into a big, fat piece of it, and suck the
tender goodness right out.
Being a lady of gentile character, I did
NOT smash my face into that watermelon,
though — as disappointing as that might
be to some of you. But I did eat my fair
share. And I have continued to eat fair
shares… and not-so-fair shares in the
past few weeks. Paul has also eaten his
fair share — and can’t stop raving over it.
I noticed that we have another batch of
melons on the list for this week, and I’m
already salivating. And putting on a bib,
getting ready for some good old fashioned
face-smashing.

News from Peef & Lo

COPIOUS NOTES from the kitchens of ...
So, we’ve been spending time in the
kitchen again. And Paul has
discovered a new love — bagna
cauda. Or, as he fondly refers to it,
“magna carta”.
It all started on a Saturday night back
in May — Memorial Day weekend, I
think. We decided to have what we
call a “cooking night” — which means
we spend the entire evening cooking
together, making little plates of this
and that, noshing and enjoying the
whole experience. This is usually the
sort of night when we come up with
our best ideas for the “Burp” menu.
On this particular evening, we
shopped and settled on some tasty
dry-packed scallops (this was our first
time buying these, and we are
converts!), some fresh spinach, a nice
loaf of French bread, some fresh
mozzarella cheese… and a bottle or
two of decent wine.
We’d run across a sandwich
cookbook at the library earlier in the
week, and were tempted by a
particular baked appetizer featuring
the most amazing looking melty
cheese, French bread, and rosemary.
Unfortunately, it also happened to call

for a warm anchovy “broth” to be poured over the top.
And we all know what a huge fan of anchovies Paul is
(NOT)… As it turns out, it took a BIT of coercion
before he warmed up to the idea. But, once we got into the cooking process
and actually put the lemony bagna cauda sauce together, he couldn’t stop
exclaiming about how GOOD it was. “This is LOVE,” he proclaimed. And Lo
just laughed.
Now, if the idea of eating a warm, buttery anchovy sauce still doesn’t appeal,
maybe you need some new imagery. Just imagine … 4-5 slices of deliciously
crusty French bread paired with thick slices of fresh mozzarella cheese —
skewered together with sprigs of freshly picked rosemary, baked, and then
smothered in a lemony bagna cauda. Oh, dear. I think I might be drooling.
Nancy Silverton’s Bagna Cauda (“LOVE”… AKA “Magna Carta”)
2 to 3 garlic cloves, peeled and finely chopped (about 1 tablespoon)
4 (3-inch long) salt-packed anchovies, rinsed well, backbones removed, finely chopped
(about 1 tablespoon)
1 stick (4 ounces) unsalted butter
1/2 cup extra-virgin olive oil
1/2 teaspoon finely chopped lemon zest
3 to 4 teaspoons fresh lemon juice, or to taste
Kosher salt
Using a mortar and pestle, pulverize the garlic and anchovies into a smooth paste.
Transfer the paste to a small saucepan. Add the butter and olive oil and bring to a
simmer over low heat. Continue simmering for about 5 minutes. Remove the pan from
the heat and stir in the lemon zest and lemon juice. Season with salt, to taste.
From: Nancy Silverton's Sandwich Book : The Best Sandwiches Ever--from Thursday
Nights at Campanile

A New Addition—-- Meet Mona
It’s possible that we’re nuts. But
we’ve adopted yet another little furry
beast. This time, her name is Mona…
and she’s a five-year-old calico…
about the same age as Zoe. She is tall
and lithe, with beautiful markings, and
she used to be a model.
Mona lost her home a few months ago
when her owner passed away. A
friend of Lo’s asked if she’d be willing
to adopt — and how could she say no?
Mona was adorable, and had the
reputation for being the sweetest,
most affectionate little thing that
you ever wanted to see. So, we bit.
Happily, Mona’s transition into our
household is moving along quite easily.
But it wasn’t without hurdles. For the
first day or two, we had the uncanny
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feeling that the process was going to
be an absolute breeze. All the cats
seemed interested in one another…
and we almost clapped our hands in
delight.
Unfortunately, our overconfidence
got the best of us. Although we
sequestered Mona for the first
couple of days, we jumped the gun and
introduced her to the crew a day or
two too soon. And, all at once, the
apple cart became UPSET. Zoë went
mad with jealousy (models tend to
have that effect on people). Elmo
began sporting an eternal frown (he’s
fixed, after all). And we thought our
happy little home might never be
happy again.
Fortunately, we were wrong. We

decided to back up and try the whole
process over again. And, in the midst
of our second try, we seem to be
meeting with some success. Thanks
to a handy little product called
FELIWAY — a diffuser which spews
“happy feline hormones” all over our
house, the cats seem to be
acclimating to one another. And, in
turn, we are slowly acclimating to the
idea of having three little fuzzballs
around.
Stay tuned… as the tides yet may
turn :)
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News from Peef & Lo
BLASTED: Tips on How to Survive the
Wisconsin Heat
How hot is it?
It’s so hot the birds have to use
potholders to pull worms out of
the ground… hot water now
comes out of BOTH taps… when
the temperature drops below 95º,
we actually feel a chill in the air…
Yeah, it’s been a crazy summer.
And if you know either Peef OR
Lo, you know that the poor souls
just weren’t made for this sort of
weather. Paul starts to melt at
temperatures anywhere above
75º. And Lo is just a headache
waiting to happen in the
summertime anyhow…
So, how did we survive?
Well, folks, it wasn’t easy. But
we’ll share our secrets
1.

Air-conditioning.

2.

Air-conditioning.

3.

Air-conditioning.

Oh, wait. That’s the obvious
answer. What might not be so
obvious are some of the coping
mechanisms that we used, which
allowed us to actually ENJOY the
summer.
First off, we purchased a patio
set. Yeah, yeah — we wanted to
wait until we’d built that
awesome patio in the back
yard… the one with the secret
garden and the pergola. But the
truth of the matter was that we
just couldn’t put our lives on hold
for the sake of a project that is
going to take a few more years of
work and saving to accomplish.
So, we broke down.
It’s all good, though. We’ve
spent many a gorgeous evening
sitting outside on our lovely

chairs, gazing out into the alley,
watching the cement practically
MELT into the sewer drains.
We found that we appreciate
our A/C all the more when
we’ve spent a few hours
outside. And we discovered
that a glass of wine tastes a lot
better when you drink it out in
the fresh air. So, we’ve spent
some happy times outside,
despite ourselves.
We also discovered that
keeping well-hydrated is a good
and right thing to do — and it
even fends off headaches. Paul
has taken to carrying a bottle of
SMARTWATER (or some such
thing) around with him at every
given moment. And we
probably slurp when we walk,
we’ve been drinking so much of
the stuff. In order to save more
water for ourselves, we’ve
boycotted watering our poor
lawn. So, it looks (sadly) like a
raging fire burned right through
our yard and took it out.
Fortunately, we were able to
mulch some of our gardens in
the front yard. So, our hope is
that the lovely flowers blooming
out front distract people enough
so that they don’t actually see
the sad, sad grass. (the upside
of our neglect is that we’ve
barely had to mow our lawn in
weeks!!)
In other news, Lo—being the
vain, vain girl that you all know
that she is—tried one of the
new lotion potions that
promises to make even whiteas-a-sheet gals like herself look
as if they have a golden glow.
She was quite happy with the
results, and felt that her newly

tanned legs gave her license to
wear shorts and skirts without
blinding anyone. Her biggest
disappointment with the whole
affair is that the product really
only made her skin a “normal”
tone — not really tan at all.
Needless to say, she had to
give up on her dream of being a
bronze beauty. Rather more
quickly than she had intended.
In other beauty news, we read
somewhere that rinsing our hair
in champagne before going
outside would bring out the
blonde highlights… and that
rinsing with beer would add a
lovely sheen. So, we tried it.
Now, of course, anyone who
comes within two feet of us
thinks that we’re alcoholics.
Finally, we focused on the fact
that, unlike chinchillas (who
cannot generally survive in
temperatures above 70ºF), we
knew that we would survive the
heat and the drought — and
make it THANKFULLY into the
waiting arms of autumn. Likely
without a scratch.
So, here we are — eating our
summer harvest of tomatoes
right here at our patio table,
drinking a nice glass of wine,
our hair smelling of beer and
champagne… and we’re
toasting YOU! You have, after
all, gotten through this
thoroughly ridiculous article —
despite the fact that it hasn’t
given you a speck of insight into
how one actually DOES survive
a very hot summer. And you’ve
forgiven us for that. So, thanks.
We’ll see you again in the fall...
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We are SUPER HAPPY to
announce that our friends
Jeremy and Rebecca
welcomed their third child to
the world in July! Happy
Birthday Lucia!!

•

We’re crazed and excited to
report that the garden
reception for Paul’s brother
John and his new wife Alex
went off without a hitch at the
END of July.

•

We’re positively nuts about
the fact that we broke down
got another kitty! (read more
about it on the last page)

•

We have just harvested one
of the best crops of heirloom
variety tomatoes EVER. We
have recently overdosed on
succulent tomato
sandwiches.
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Reflecting on the Sun
This is an article for anyone who has ever
known a nice person who, despite their
niceness, was positively infuriating. It is
also for any understanding soul who might
have had a bad experience at some point
with a NICE neighbor who somehow
transformed into a BAD neighbor
overnight. This article is for people who
know HOW to forgive people — but who
also find it difficult at times.
Peef and Lo, for instance, are pretty nice
people. At least we think that they are.
They smile at strangers. They wave at
people walking past their house. They
pick up their dog poop (well, they would, if
they HAD a dog). And — this is a big one
folks — they mow their lawn. Sometimes
even weekly.
Now, this year, lawns didn’t need to be
mowed quite as often as they might have
needed it other years. There wasn’t
enough rain to really help the grass to
grow — and so, it didn’t. This was a great
blessing, and Peef and Lo heeded it as
such.
A particular set of their neighbors, on the
other hand, decided that this summer
would be the time to just STOP mowing
their lawn altogether. Or something.
We say “or something” because they
didn’t actually STOP altogether. They
mowed their FRONT lawn (you know, the
part of the lawn that other people SEE);
but they kind of left their back yard alone.
The nice neighbors have become the sort
of neighbors that no one wants — the
neighbors that don’t seem to realize that
you can see their ugly back yard from
over the fence… or from the alley. The
sort of neighbors that just start to appear
lazy and unkempt. And very, very BAD.

Right now, Lo is gazing OUT of the
kitchen window at this lawn. And it’s a
pretty interesting sight. There are weeds.
Not just your garden variety of weeds —
dandelions and wild plantain and such.
No, these are some sort of SUPER
weeds. Regular science experiments.
Some of them are upwards of four feet
tall. And most of them have reached the
stage in their life cycles where they are
setting flowers — or even going to seed.
They aren’t pretty flowers — nor are the
seeds particularly nice to look at
(especially when one considers that these
crazy weeds might blow their seeds over
into other yards — maybe even a certain
yard that belongs to Peef and Lo).
No, it’s not a pretty sight. And that’s why
Peef and Lo are puzzled.
At first, they wondered if their neighbors
had a broken lawn mower. They
surreptitiously placed their own lawn
mower OUT on the lawn — wondering if
said neighbor might spot it and ask to
BORROW it. They mowed both their
front and back lawns — figuring that said
neighbor might follow suit (human beings
being naturally predisposed to a “keeping
up with the Joneses” mentality). They
even stood out in the yard and sent LAWN
MOWING ENERGY over to their
neighbors, just in case they’d run out of it
somehow.
Still, the lawn remained. At first it was no
big deal. The grass grew a bit. But,
although it was slightly shaggy, it wasn’t
an eyesore. Their dog had a tendency to
mat the grass a bit when he ran around in
the back yard — so that also made the
lawn look a bit less like it was growing out
of control.

And then the weeds came.
They gave no warning. They settled in
without mercy. And they grew at an
astounding pace. They began to take
over. They taunted small neighborhood
children. They bit at the dog. They blew
their nasty seeds out, past the neighbor’s
fence, into the wild world.
Peef and Lo CURSED the weeds. They
bit their tongues and smiled at their
formerly-nice neighbors. They turned
their heads when they sauntered out into
the back yard to pick tomatoes and
squash. They turned their chairs away
from the weeds as they sat out on their
new patio set to enjoy a romantic dinner of
grilled panzanella salad and a glass of red
wine. But alas — ignoring weeds, they
soon found, does NOT make them go
away. And so, the weeds persisted. And
the grass grew. And weeks went by with
no progress.
The weeds persist. And Peef and Lo now
survive on sheer HOPE. Hope that the
nice neighbor will return to being nice —
after having been not-nice for a very long
time. Hope that the weeds will die. Or be
chopped down by a force of nature
(maybe a snowstorm or a hurricane).
Yeah—if you need any hope, we’ve got
plenty of it. Just drop by, and we’d be
happy to share. We also have a few extra
weeds to spare… if you are so inclined. :)

Wonderful Watermelon
One of the best things about the summer
weather is the abundance of fresh
produce that is available… and the
absolute succulence of it.
This year, we joined a CSA — a
Community Supported Agriculture
program — which delivers fresh, organic,
local produce to our door each week for
about 26 weeks. One of the great things
about our CSA is that it’s given us a
chance to really experience the Wisconsin
growing season to its fullest. Between the
produce delivered each week and the
produce we pick from the garden, we’ve
eaten the gamut of fruits and vegetables,
including some really outstanding things
that deserve extra-special mention.
LIKE THE WATERMELON.
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Yeah, yeah—watermelon is FILLED with
lycopene. It’s a great source for summer
hydration. And kids eat it like candy. But,
for whatever reason, I never fully
appreciated it until this year.
This year, when we got our first little
melon delivery, I didn’t even bat an
eyelash. I didn’t rush to the cutting board
as Paul hacked through the crisp rind and
exposed the tender, yellow flesh. I didn’t
even blink when the odor of it wafted past
my nose as I stood at the sink.
But, with that delectable first bite, I was
HOOKED. It was positively the best
melon I’d ever tasted — absolutely
amazing. It made me giddy. Sweet and
tender… little sugar-filled fibers popping
open with each crunchy bite. It was
intoxicating. I didn’t even want to put it into

a fruit salad — or hide it in a watermelon
margarita. I just wanted to smash my face
right into a big, fat piece of it, and suck the
tender goodness right out.
Being a lady of gentile character, I did
NOT smash my face into that watermelon,
though — as disappointing as that might
be to some of you. But I did eat my fair
share. And I have continued to eat fair
shares… and not-so-fair shares in the
past few weeks. Paul has also eaten his
fair share — and can’t stop raving over it.
I noticed that we have another batch of
melons on the list for this week, and I’m
already salivating. And putting on a bib,
getting ready for some good old fashioned
face-smashing.

News from Peef & Lo

COPIOUS NOTES from the kitchens of ...
So, we’ve been spending time in the
kitchen again. And Paul has
discovered a new love — bagna
cauda. Or, as he fondly refers to it,
“magna carta”.
It all started on a Saturday night back
in May — Memorial Day weekend, I
think. We decided to have what we
call a “cooking night” — which means
we spend the entire evening cooking
together, making little plates of this
and that, noshing and enjoying the
whole experience. This is usually the
sort of night when we come up with
our best ideas for the “Burp” menu.
On this particular evening, we
shopped and settled on some tasty
dry-packed scallops (this was our first
time buying these, and we are
converts!), some fresh spinach, a nice
loaf of French bread, some fresh
mozzarella cheese… and a bottle or
two of decent wine.
We’d run across a sandwich
cookbook at the library earlier in the
week, and were tempted by a
particular baked appetizer featuring
the most amazing looking melty
cheese, French bread, and rosemary.
Unfortunately, it also happened to call

for a warm anchovy “broth” to be poured over the top.
And we all know what a huge fan of anchovies Paul is
(NOT)… As it turns out, it took a BIT of coercion
before he warmed up to the idea. But, once we got into the cooking process
and actually put the lemony bagna cauda sauce together, he couldn’t stop
exclaiming about how GOOD it was. “This is LOVE,” he proclaimed. And Lo
just laughed.
Now, if the idea of eating a warm, buttery anchovy sauce still doesn’t appeal,
maybe you need some new imagery. Just imagine … 4-5 slices of deliciously
crusty French bread paired with thick slices of fresh mozzarella cheese —
skewered together with sprigs of freshly picked rosemary, baked, and then
smothered in a lemony bagna cauda. Oh, dear. I think I might be drooling.
Nancy Silverton’s Bagna Cauda (“LOVE”… AKA “Magna Carta”)
2 to 3 garlic cloves, peeled and finely chopped (about 1 tablespoon)
4 (3-inch long) salt-packed anchovies, rinsed well, backbones removed, finely chopped
(about 1 tablespoon)
1 stick (4 ounces) unsalted butter
1/2 cup extra-virgin olive oil
1/2 teaspoon finely chopped lemon zest
3 to 4 teaspoons fresh lemon juice, or to taste
Kosher salt
Using a mortar and pestle, pulverize the garlic and anchovies into a smooth paste.
Transfer the paste to a small saucepan. Add the butter and olive oil and bring to a
simmer over low heat. Continue simmering for about 5 minutes. Remove the pan from
the heat and stir in the lemon zest and lemon juice. Season with salt, to taste.
From: Nancy Silverton's Sandwich Book : The Best Sandwiches Ever--from Thursday
Nights at Campanile

A New Addition—-- Meet Mona
It’s possible that we’re nuts. But
we’ve adopted yet another little furry
beast. This time, her name is Mona…
and she’s a five-year-old calico…
about the same age as Zoe. She is tall
and lithe, with beautiful markings, and
she used to be a model.
Mona lost her home a few months ago
when her owner passed away. A
friend of Lo’s asked if she’d be willing
to adopt — and how could she say no?
Mona was adorable, and had the
reputation for being the sweetest,
most affectionate little thing that
you ever wanted to see. So, we bit.
Happily, Mona’s transition into our
household is moving along quite easily.
But it wasn’t without hurdles. For the
first day or two, we had the uncanny
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feeling that the process was going to
be an absolute breeze. All the cats
seemed interested in one another…
and we almost clapped our hands in
delight.
Unfortunately, our overconfidence
got the best of us. Although we
sequestered Mona for the first
couple of days, we jumped the gun and
introduced her to the crew a day or
two too soon. And, all at once, the
apple cart became UPSET. Zoë went
mad with jealousy (models tend to
have that effect on people). Elmo
began sporting an eternal frown (he’s
fixed, after all). And we thought our
happy little home might never be
happy again.
Fortunately, we were wrong. We

decided to back up and try the whole
process over again. And, in the midst
of our second try, we seem to be
meeting with some success. Thanks
to a handy little product called
FELIWAY — a diffuser which spews
“happy feline hormones” all over our
house, the cats seem to be
acclimating to one another. And, in
turn, we are slowly acclimating to the
idea of having three little fuzzballs
around.
Stay tuned… as the tides yet may
turn :)
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The McNaughtans
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News from Peef & Lo
BLASTED: Tips on How to Survive the
Wisconsin Heat
How hot is it?
It’s so hot the birds have to use
potholders to pull worms out of
the ground… hot water now
comes out of BOTH taps… when
the temperature drops below 95º,
we actually feel a chill in the air…
Yeah, it’s been a crazy summer.
And if you know either Peef OR
Lo, you know that the poor souls
just weren’t made for this sort of
weather. Paul starts to melt at
temperatures anywhere above
75º. And Lo is just a headache
waiting to happen in the
summertime anyhow…
So, how did we survive?
Well, folks, it wasn’t easy. But
we’ll share our secrets
1.

Air-conditioning.

2.

Air-conditioning.

3.

Air-conditioning.

Oh, wait. That’s the obvious
answer. What might not be so
obvious are some of the coping
mechanisms that we used, which
allowed us to actually ENJOY the
summer.
First off, we purchased a patio
set. Yeah, yeah — we wanted to
wait until we’d built that
awesome patio in the back
yard… the one with the secret
garden and the pergola. But the
truth of the matter was that we
just couldn’t put our lives on hold
for the sake of a project that is
going to take a few more years of
work and saving to accomplish.
So, we broke down.
It’s all good, though. We’ve
spent many a gorgeous evening
sitting outside on our lovely

chairs, gazing out into the alley,
watching the cement practically
MELT into the sewer drains.
We found that we appreciate
our A/C all the more when
we’ve spent a few hours
outside. And we discovered
that a glass of wine tastes a lot
better when you drink it out in
the fresh air. So, we’ve spent
some happy times outside,
despite ourselves.
We also discovered that
keeping well-hydrated is a good
and right thing to do — and it
even fends off headaches. Paul
has taken to carrying a bottle of
SMARTWATER (or some such
thing) around with him at every
given moment. And we
probably slurp when we walk,
we’ve been drinking so much of
the stuff. In order to save more
water for ourselves, we’ve
boycotted watering our poor
lawn. So, it looks (sadly) like a
raging fire burned right through
our yard and took it out.
Fortunately, we were able to
mulch some of our gardens in
the front yard. So, our hope is
that the lovely flowers blooming
out front distract people enough
so that they don’t actually see
the sad, sad grass. (the upside
of our neglect is that we’ve
barely had to mow our lawn in
weeks!!)
In other news, Lo—being the
vain, vain girl that you all know
that she is—tried one of the
new lotion potions that
promises to make even whiteas-a-sheet gals like herself look
as if they have a golden glow.
She was quite happy with the
results, and felt that her newly

tanned legs gave her license to
wear shorts and skirts without
blinding anyone. Her biggest
disappointment with the whole
affair is that the product really
only made her skin a “normal”
tone — not really tan at all.
Needless to say, she had to
give up on her dream of being a
bronze beauty. Rather more
quickly than she had intended.
In other beauty news, we read
somewhere that rinsing our hair
in champagne before going
outside would bring out the
blonde highlights… and that
rinsing with beer would add a
lovely sheen. So, we tried it.
Now, of course, anyone who
comes within two feet of us
thinks that we’re alcoholics.
Finally, we focused on the fact
that, unlike chinchillas (who
cannot generally survive in
temperatures above 70ºF), we
knew that we would survive the
heat and the drought — and
make it THANKFULLY into the
waiting arms of autumn. Likely
without a scratch.
So, here we are — eating our
summer harvest of tomatoes
right here at our patio table,
drinking a nice glass of wine,
our hair smelling of beer and
champagne… and we’re
toasting YOU! You have, after
all, gotten through this
thoroughly ridiculous article —
despite the fact that it hasn’t
given you a speck of insight into
how one actually DOES survive
a very hot summer. And you’ve
forgiven us for that. So, thanks.
We’ll see you again in the fall...
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HAPPY
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

We are SUPER HAPPY to
announce that our friends
Jeremy and Rebecca
welcomed their third child to
the world in July! Happy
Birthday Lucia!!

•

We’re crazed and excited to
report that the garden
reception for Paul’s brother
John and his new wife Alex
went off without a hitch at the
END of July.

•

We’re positively nuts about
the fact that we broke down
got another kitty! (read more
about it on the last page)

•

We have just harvested one
of the best crops of heirloom
variety tomatoes EVER. We
have recently overdosed on
succulent tomato
sandwiches.
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Reflecting on the Sun
This is an article for anyone who has ever
known a nice person who, despite their
niceness, was positively infuriating. It is
also for any understanding soul who might
have had a bad experience at some point
with a NICE neighbor who somehow
transformed into a BAD neighbor
overnight. This article is for people who
know HOW to forgive people — but who
also find it difficult at times.
Peef and Lo, for instance, are pretty nice
people. At least we think that they are.
They smile at strangers. They wave at
people walking past their house. They
pick up their dog poop (well, they would, if
they HAD a dog). And — this is a big one
folks — they mow their lawn. Sometimes
even weekly.
Now, this year, lawns didn’t need to be
mowed quite as often as they might have
needed it other years. There wasn’t
enough rain to really help the grass to
grow — and so, it didn’t. This was a great
blessing, and Peef and Lo heeded it as
such.
A particular set of their neighbors, on the
other hand, decided that this summer
would be the time to just STOP mowing
their lawn altogether. Or something.
We say “or something” because they
didn’t actually STOP altogether. They
mowed their FRONT lawn (you know, the
part of the lawn that other people SEE);
but they kind of left their back yard alone.
The nice neighbors have become the sort
of neighbors that no one wants — the
neighbors that don’t seem to realize that
you can see their ugly back yard from
over the fence… or from the alley. The
sort of neighbors that just start to appear
lazy and unkempt. And very, very BAD.

Right now, Lo is gazing OUT of the
kitchen window at this lawn. And it’s a
pretty interesting sight. There are weeds.
Not just your garden variety of weeds —
dandelions and wild plantain and such.
No, these are some sort of SUPER
weeds. Regular science experiments.
Some of them are upwards of four feet
tall. And most of them have reached the
stage in their life cycles where they are
setting flowers — or even going to seed.
They aren’t pretty flowers — nor are the
seeds particularly nice to look at
(especially when one considers that these
crazy weeds might blow their seeds over
into other yards — maybe even a certain
yard that belongs to Peef and Lo).
No, it’s not a pretty sight. And that’s why
Peef and Lo are puzzled.
At first, they wondered if their neighbors
had a broken lawn mower. They
surreptitiously placed their own lawn
mower OUT on the lawn — wondering if
said neighbor might spot it and ask to
BORROW it. They mowed both their
front and back lawns — figuring that said
neighbor might follow suit (human beings
being naturally predisposed to a “keeping
up with the Joneses” mentality). They
even stood out in the yard and sent LAWN
MOWING ENERGY over to their
neighbors, just in case they’d run out of it
somehow.
Still, the lawn remained. At first it was no
big deal. The grass grew a bit. But,
although it was slightly shaggy, it wasn’t
an eyesore. Their dog had a tendency to
mat the grass a bit when he ran around in
the back yard — so that also made the
lawn look a bit less like it was growing out
of control.

And then the weeds came.
They gave no warning. They settled in
without mercy. And they grew at an
astounding pace. They began to take
over. They taunted small neighborhood
children. They bit at the dog. They blew
their nasty seeds out, past the neighbor’s
fence, into the wild world.
Peef and Lo CURSED the weeds. They
bit their tongues and smiled at their
formerly-nice neighbors. They turned
their heads when they sauntered out into
the back yard to pick tomatoes and
squash. They turned their chairs away
from the weeds as they sat out on their
new patio set to enjoy a romantic dinner of
grilled panzanella salad and a glass of red
wine. But alas — ignoring weeds, they
soon found, does NOT make them go
away. And so, the weeds persisted. And
the grass grew. And weeks went by with
no progress.
The weeds persist. And Peef and Lo now
survive on sheer HOPE. Hope that the
nice neighbor will return to being nice —
after having been not-nice for a very long
time. Hope that the weeds will die. Or be
chopped down by a force of nature
(maybe a snowstorm or a hurricane).
Yeah—if you need any hope, we’ve got
plenty of it. Just drop by, and we’d be
happy to share. We also have a few extra
weeds to spare… if you are so inclined. :)

Wonderful Watermelon
One of the best things about the summer
weather is the abundance of fresh
produce that is available… and the
absolute succulence of it.
This year, we joined a CSA — a
Community Supported Agriculture
program — which delivers fresh, organic,
local produce to our door each week for
about 26 weeks. One of the great things
about our CSA is that it’s given us a
chance to really experience the Wisconsin
growing season to its fullest. Between the
produce delivered each week and the
produce we pick from the garden, we’ve
eaten the gamut of fruits and vegetables,
including some really outstanding things
that deserve extra-special mention.
LIKE THE WATERMELON.
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Yeah, yeah—watermelon is FILLED with
lycopene. It’s a great source for summer
hydration. And kids eat it like candy. But,
for whatever reason, I never fully
appreciated it until this year.
This year, when we got our first little
melon delivery, I didn’t even bat an
eyelash. I didn’t rush to the cutting board
as Paul hacked through the crisp rind and
exposed the tender, yellow flesh. I didn’t
even blink when the odor of it wafted past
my nose as I stood at the sink.
But, with that delectable first bite, I was
HOOKED. It was positively the best
melon I’d ever tasted — absolutely
amazing. It made me giddy. Sweet and
tender… little sugar-filled fibers popping
open with each crunchy bite. It was
intoxicating. I didn’t even want to put it into

a fruit salad — or hide it in a watermelon
margarita. I just wanted to smash my face
right into a big, fat piece of it, and suck the
tender goodness right out.
Being a lady of gentile character, I did
NOT smash my face into that watermelon,
though — as disappointing as that might
be to some of you. But I did eat my fair
share. And I have continued to eat fair
shares… and not-so-fair shares in the
past few weeks. Paul has also eaten his
fair share — and can’t stop raving over it.
I noticed that we have another batch of
melons on the list for this week, and I’m
already salivating. And putting on a bib,
getting ready for some good old fashioned
face-smashing.

News from Peef & Lo

COPIOUS NOTES from the kitchens of ...
So, we’ve been spending time in the
kitchen again. And Paul has
discovered a new love — bagna
cauda. Or, as he fondly refers to it,
“magna carta”.
It all started on a Saturday night back
in May — Memorial Day weekend, I
think. We decided to have what we
call a “cooking night” — which means
we spend the entire evening cooking
together, making little plates of this
and that, noshing and enjoying the
whole experience. This is usually the
sort of night when we come up with
our best ideas for the “Burp” menu.
On this particular evening, we
shopped and settled on some tasty
dry-packed scallops (this was our first
time buying these, and we are
converts!), some fresh spinach, a nice
loaf of French bread, some fresh
mozzarella cheese… and a bottle or
two of decent wine.
We’d run across a sandwich
cookbook at the library earlier in the
week, and were tempted by a
particular baked appetizer featuring
the most amazing looking melty
cheese, French bread, and rosemary.
Unfortunately, it also happened to call

for a warm anchovy “broth” to be poured over the top.
And we all know what a huge fan of anchovies Paul is
(NOT)… As it turns out, it took a BIT of coercion
before he warmed up to the idea. But, once we got into the cooking process
and actually put the lemony bagna cauda sauce together, he couldn’t stop
exclaiming about how GOOD it was. “This is LOVE,” he proclaimed. And Lo
just laughed.
Now, if the idea of eating a warm, buttery anchovy sauce still doesn’t appeal,
maybe you need some new imagery. Just imagine … 4-5 slices of deliciously
crusty French bread paired with thick slices of fresh mozzarella cheese —
skewered together with sprigs of freshly picked rosemary, baked, and then
smothered in a lemony bagna cauda. Oh, dear. I think I might be drooling.
Nancy Silverton’s Bagna Cauda (“LOVE”… AKA “Magna Carta”)
2 to 3 garlic cloves, peeled and finely chopped (about 1 tablespoon)
4 (3-inch long) salt-packed anchovies, rinsed well, backbones removed, finely chopped
(about 1 tablespoon)
1 stick (4 ounces) unsalted butter
1/2 cup extra-virgin olive oil
1/2 teaspoon finely chopped lemon zest
3 to 4 teaspoons fresh lemon juice, or to taste
Kosher salt
Using a mortar and pestle, pulverize the garlic and anchovies into a smooth paste.
Transfer the paste to a small saucepan. Add the butter and olive oil and bring to a
simmer over low heat. Continue simmering for about 5 minutes. Remove the pan from
the heat and stir in the lemon zest and lemon juice. Season with salt, to taste.
From: Nancy Silverton's Sandwich Book : The Best Sandwiches Ever--from Thursday
Nights at Campanile

A New Addition—-- Meet Mona
It’s possible that we’re nuts. But
we’ve adopted yet another little furry
beast. This time, her name is Mona…
and she’s a five-year-old calico…
about the same age as Zoe. She is tall
and lithe, with beautiful markings, and
she used to be a model.
Mona lost her home a few months ago
when her owner passed away. A
friend of Lo’s asked if she’d be willing
to adopt — and how could she say no?
Mona was adorable, and had the
reputation for being the sweetest,
most affectionate little thing that
you ever wanted to see. So, we bit.
Happily, Mona’s transition into our
household is moving along quite easily.
But it wasn’t without hurdles. For the
first day or two, we had the uncanny
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feeling that the process was going to
be an absolute breeze. All the cats
seemed interested in one another…
and we almost clapped our hands in
delight.
Unfortunately, our overconfidence
got the best of us. Although we
sequestered Mona for the first
couple of days, we jumped the gun and
introduced her to the crew a day or
two too soon. And, all at once, the
apple cart became UPSET. Zoë went
mad with jealousy (models tend to
have that effect on people). Elmo
began sporting an eternal frown (he’s
fixed, after all). And we thought our
happy little home might never be
happy again.
Fortunately, we were wrong. We

decided to back up and try the whole
process over again. And, in the midst
of our second try, we seem to be
meeting with some success. Thanks
to a handy little product called
FELIWAY — a diffuser which spews
“happy feline hormones” all over our
house, the cats seem to be
acclimating to one another. And, in
turn, we are slowly acclimating to the
idea of having three little fuzzballs
around.
Stay tuned… as the tides yet may
turn :)
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Amor Sitis Uniti

News from Peef & Lo
BLASTED: Tips on How to Survive the
Wisconsin Heat
How hot is it?
It’s so hot the birds have to use
potholders to pull worms out of
the ground… hot water now
comes out of BOTH taps… when
the temperature drops below 95º,
we actually feel a chill in the air…
Yeah, it’s been a crazy summer.
And if you know either Peef OR
Lo, you know that the poor souls
just weren’t made for this sort of
weather. Paul starts to melt at
temperatures anywhere above
75º. And Lo is just a headache
waiting to happen in the
summertime anyhow…
So, how did we survive?
Well, folks, it wasn’t easy. But
we’ll share our secrets
1.

Air-conditioning.

2.

Air-conditioning.

3.

Air-conditioning.

Oh, wait. That’s the obvious
answer. What might not be so
obvious are some of the coping
mechanisms that we used, which
allowed us to actually ENJOY the
summer.
First off, we purchased a patio
set. Yeah, yeah — we wanted to
wait until we’d built that
awesome patio in the back
yard… the one with the secret
garden and the pergola. But the
truth of the matter was that we
just couldn’t put our lives on hold
for the sake of a project that is
going to take a few more years of
work and saving to accomplish.
So, we broke down.
It’s all good, though. We’ve
spent many a gorgeous evening
sitting outside on our lovely

chairs, gazing out into the alley,
watching the cement practically
MELT into the sewer drains.
We found that we appreciate
our A/C all the more when
we’ve spent a few hours
outside. And we discovered
that a glass of wine tastes a lot
better when you drink it out in
the fresh air. So, we’ve spent
some happy times outside,
despite ourselves.
We also discovered that
keeping well-hydrated is a good
and right thing to do — and it
even fends off headaches. Paul
has taken to carrying a bottle of
SMARTWATER (or some such
thing) around with him at every
given moment. And we
probably slurp when we walk,
we’ve been drinking so much of
the stuff. In order to save more
water for ourselves, we’ve
boycotted watering our poor
lawn. So, it looks (sadly) like a
raging fire burned right through
our yard and took it out.
Fortunately, we were able to
mulch some of our gardens in
the front yard. So, our hope is
that the lovely flowers blooming
out front distract people enough
so that they don’t actually see
the sad, sad grass. (the upside
of our neglect is that we’ve
barely had to mow our lawn in
weeks!!)
In other news, Lo—being the
vain, vain girl that you all know
that she is—tried one of the
new lotion potions that
promises to make even whiteas-a-sheet gals like herself look
as if they have a golden glow.
She was quite happy with the
results, and felt that her newly

tanned legs gave her license to
wear shorts and skirts without
blinding anyone. Her biggest
disappointment with the whole
affair is that the product really
only made her skin a “normal”
tone — not really tan at all.
Needless to say, she had to
give up on her dream of being a
bronze beauty. Rather more
quickly than she had intended.
In other beauty news, we read
somewhere that rinsing our hair
in champagne before going
outside would bring out the
blonde highlights… and that
rinsing with beer would add a
lovely sheen. So, we tried it.
Now, of course, anyone who
comes within two feet of us
thinks that we’re alcoholics.
Finally, we focused on the fact
that, unlike chinchillas (who
cannot generally survive in
temperatures above 70ºF), we
knew that we would survive the
heat and the drought — and
make it THANKFULLY into the
waiting arms of autumn. Likely
without a scratch.
So, here we are — eating our
summer harvest of tomatoes
right here at our patio table,
drinking a nice glass of wine,
our hair smelling of beer and
champagne… and we’re
toasting YOU! You have, after
all, gotten through this
thoroughly ridiculous article —
despite the fact that it hasn’t
given you a speck of insight into
how one actually DOES survive
a very hot summer. And you’ve
forgiven us for that. So, thanks.
We’ll see you again in the fall...
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HAPPY
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

We are SUPER HAPPY to
announce that our friends
Jeremy and Rebecca
welcomed their third child to
the world in July! Happy
Birthday Lucia!!

•

We’re crazed and excited to
report that the garden
reception for Paul’s brother
John and his new wife Alex
went off without a hitch at the
END of July.

•

We’re positively nuts about
the fact that we broke down
got another kitty! (read more
about it on the last page)

•

We have just harvested one
of the best crops of heirloom
variety tomatoes EVER. We
have recently overdosed on
succulent tomato
sandwiches.
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Reflecting on the Sun
This is an article for anyone who has ever
known a nice person who, despite their
niceness, was positively infuriating. It is
also for any understanding soul who might
have had a bad experience at some point
with a NICE neighbor who somehow
transformed into a BAD neighbor
overnight. This article is for people who
know HOW to forgive people — but who
also find it difficult at times.
Peef and Lo, for instance, are pretty nice
people. At least we think that they are.
They smile at strangers. They wave at
people walking past their house. They
pick up their dog poop (well, they would, if
they HAD a dog). And — this is a big one
folks — they mow their lawn. Sometimes
even weekly.
Now, this year, lawns didn’t need to be
mowed quite as often as they might have
needed it other years. There wasn’t
enough rain to really help the grass to
grow — and so, it didn’t. This was a great
blessing, and Peef and Lo heeded it as
such.
A particular set of their neighbors, on the
other hand, decided that this summer
would be the time to just STOP mowing
their lawn altogether. Or something.
We say “or something” because they
didn’t actually STOP altogether. They
mowed their FRONT lawn (you know, the
part of the lawn that other people SEE);
but they kind of left their back yard alone.
The nice neighbors have become the sort
of neighbors that no one wants — the
neighbors that don’t seem to realize that
you can see their ugly back yard from
over the fence… or from the alley. The
sort of neighbors that just start to appear
lazy and unkempt. And very, very BAD.

Right now, Lo is gazing OUT of the
kitchen window at this lawn. And it’s a
pretty interesting sight. There are weeds.
Not just your garden variety of weeds —
dandelions and wild plantain and such.
No, these are some sort of SUPER
weeds. Regular science experiments.
Some of them are upwards of four feet
tall. And most of them have reached the
stage in their life cycles where they are
setting flowers — or even going to seed.
They aren’t pretty flowers — nor are the
seeds particularly nice to look at
(especially when one considers that these
crazy weeds might blow their seeds over
into other yards — maybe even a certain
yard that belongs to Peef and Lo).
No, it’s not a pretty sight. And that’s why
Peef and Lo are puzzled.
At first, they wondered if their neighbors
had a broken lawn mower. They
surreptitiously placed their own lawn
mower OUT on the lawn — wondering if
said neighbor might spot it and ask to
BORROW it. They mowed both their
front and back lawns — figuring that said
neighbor might follow suit (human beings
being naturally predisposed to a “keeping
up with the Joneses” mentality). They
even stood out in the yard and sent LAWN
MOWING ENERGY over to their
neighbors, just in case they’d run out of it
somehow.
Still, the lawn remained. At first it was no
big deal. The grass grew a bit. But,
although it was slightly shaggy, it wasn’t
an eyesore. Their dog had a tendency to
mat the grass a bit when he ran around in
the back yard — so that also made the
lawn look a bit less like it was growing out
of control.

And then the weeds came.
They gave no warning. They settled in
without mercy. And they grew at an
astounding pace. They began to take
over. They taunted small neighborhood
children. They bit at the dog. They blew
their nasty seeds out, past the neighbor’s
fence, into the wild world.
Peef and Lo CURSED the weeds. They
bit their tongues and smiled at their
formerly-nice neighbors. They turned
their heads when they sauntered out into
the back yard to pick tomatoes and
squash. They turned their chairs away
from the weeds as they sat out on their
new patio set to enjoy a romantic dinner of
grilled panzanella salad and a glass of red
wine. But alas — ignoring weeds, they
soon found, does NOT make them go
away. And so, the weeds persisted. And
the grass grew. And weeks went by with
no progress.
The weeds persist. And Peef and Lo now
survive on sheer HOPE. Hope that the
nice neighbor will return to being nice —
after having been not-nice for a very long
time. Hope that the weeds will die. Or be
chopped down by a force of nature
(maybe a snowstorm or a hurricane).
Yeah—if you need any hope, we’ve got
plenty of it. Just drop by, and we’d be
happy to share. We also have a few extra
weeds to spare… if you are so inclined. :)

Wonderful Watermelon
One of the best things about the summer
weather is the abundance of fresh
produce that is available… and the
absolute succulence of it.
This year, we joined a CSA — a
Community Supported Agriculture
program — which delivers fresh, organic,
local produce to our door each week for
about 26 weeks. One of the great things
about our CSA is that it’s given us a
chance to really experience the Wisconsin
growing season to its fullest. Between the
produce delivered each week and the
produce we pick from the garden, we’ve
eaten the gamut of fruits and vegetables,
including some really outstanding things
that deserve extra-special mention.
LIKE THE WATERMELON.
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Yeah, yeah—watermelon is FILLED with
lycopene. It’s a great source for summer
hydration. And kids eat it like candy. But,
for whatever reason, I never fully
appreciated it until this year.
This year, when we got our first little
melon delivery, I didn’t even bat an
eyelash. I didn’t rush to the cutting board
as Paul hacked through the crisp rind and
exposed the tender, yellow flesh. I didn’t
even blink when the odor of it wafted past
my nose as I stood at the sink.
But, with that delectable first bite, I was
HOOKED. It was positively the best
melon I’d ever tasted — absolutely
amazing. It made me giddy. Sweet and
tender… little sugar-filled fibers popping
open with each crunchy bite. It was
intoxicating. I didn’t even want to put it into

a fruit salad — or hide it in a watermelon
margarita. I just wanted to smash my face
right into a big, fat piece of it, and suck the
tender goodness right out.
Being a lady of gentile character, I did
NOT smash my face into that watermelon,
though — as disappointing as that might
be to some of you. But I did eat my fair
share. And I have continued to eat fair
shares… and not-so-fair shares in the
past few weeks. Paul has also eaten his
fair share — and can’t stop raving over it.
I noticed that we have another batch of
melons on the list for this week, and I’m
already salivating. And putting on a bib,
getting ready for some good old fashioned
face-smashing.

News from Peef & Lo

COPIOUS NOTES from the kitchens of ...
So, we’ve been spending time in the
kitchen again. And Paul has
discovered a new love — bagna
cauda. Or, as he fondly refers to it,
“magna carta”.
It all started on a Saturday night back
in May — Memorial Day weekend, I
think. We decided to have what we
call a “cooking night” — which means
we spend the entire evening cooking
together, making little plates of this
and that, noshing and enjoying the
whole experience. This is usually the
sort of night when we come up with
our best ideas for the “Burp” menu.
On this particular evening, we
shopped and settled on some tasty
dry-packed scallops (this was our first
time buying these, and we are
converts!), some fresh spinach, a nice
loaf of French bread, some fresh
mozzarella cheese… and a bottle or
two of decent wine.
We’d run across a sandwich
cookbook at the library earlier in the
week, and were tempted by a
particular baked appetizer featuring
the most amazing looking melty
cheese, French bread, and rosemary.
Unfortunately, it also happened to call

for a warm anchovy “broth” to be poured over the top.
And we all know what a huge fan of anchovies Paul is
(NOT)… As it turns out, it took a BIT of coercion
before he warmed up to the idea. But, once we got into the cooking process
and actually put the lemony bagna cauda sauce together, he couldn’t stop
exclaiming about how GOOD it was. “This is LOVE,” he proclaimed. And Lo
just laughed.
Now, if the idea of eating a warm, buttery anchovy sauce still doesn’t appeal,
maybe you need some new imagery. Just imagine … 4-5 slices of deliciously
crusty French bread paired with thick slices of fresh mozzarella cheese —
skewered together with sprigs of freshly picked rosemary, baked, and then
smothered in a lemony bagna cauda. Oh, dear. I think I might be drooling.
Nancy Silverton’s Bagna Cauda (“LOVE”… AKA “Magna Carta”)
2 to 3 garlic cloves, peeled and finely chopped (about 1 tablespoon)
4 (3-inch long) salt-packed anchovies, rinsed well, backbones removed, finely chopped
(about 1 tablespoon)
1 stick (4 ounces) unsalted butter
1/2 cup extra-virgin olive oil
1/2 teaspoon finely chopped lemon zest
3 to 4 teaspoons fresh lemon juice, or to taste
Kosher salt
Using a mortar and pestle, pulverize the garlic and anchovies into a smooth paste.
Transfer the paste to a small saucepan. Add the butter and olive oil and bring to a
simmer over low heat. Continue simmering for about 5 minutes. Remove the pan from
the heat and stir in the lemon zest and lemon juice. Season with salt, to taste.
From: Nancy Silverton's Sandwich Book : The Best Sandwiches Ever--from Thursday
Nights at Campanile

A New Addition—-- Meet Mona
It’s possible that we’re nuts. But
we’ve adopted yet another little furry
beast. This time, her name is Mona…
and she’s a five-year-old calico…
about the same age as Zoe. She is tall
and lithe, with beautiful markings, and
she used to be a model.
Mona lost her home a few months ago
when her owner passed away. A
friend of Lo’s asked if she’d be willing
to adopt — and how could she say no?
Mona was adorable, and had the
reputation for being the sweetest,
most affectionate little thing that
you ever wanted to see. So, we bit.
Happily, Mona’s transition into our
household is moving along quite easily.
But it wasn’t without hurdles. For the
first day or two, we had the uncanny
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feeling that the process was going to
be an absolute breeze. All the cats
seemed interested in one another…
and we almost clapped our hands in
delight.
Unfortunately, our overconfidence
got the best of us. Although we
sequestered Mona for the first
couple of days, we jumped the gun and
introduced her to the crew a day or
two too soon. And, all at once, the
apple cart became UPSET. Zoë went
mad with jealousy (models tend to
have that effect on people). Elmo
began sporting an eternal frown (he’s
fixed, after all). And we thought our
happy little home might never be
happy again.
Fortunately, we were wrong. We

decided to back up and try the whole
process over again. And, in the midst
of our second try, we seem to be
meeting with some success. Thanks
to a handy little product called
FELIWAY — a diffuser which spews
“happy feline hormones” all over our
house, the cats seem to be
acclimating to one another. And, in
turn, we are slowly acclimating to the
idea of having three little fuzzballs
around.
Stay tuned… as the tides yet may
turn :)
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News from Peef & Lo
BLASTED: Tips on How to Survive the
Wisconsin Heat
How hot is it?
It’s so hot the birds have to use
potholders to pull worms out of
the ground… hot water now
comes out of BOTH taps… when
the temperature drops below 95º,
we actually feel a chill in the air…
Yeah, it’s been a crazy summer.
And if you know either Peef OR
Lo, you know that the poor souls
just weren’t made for this sort of
weather. Paul starts to melt at
temperatures anywhere above
75º. And Lo is just a headache
waiting to happen in the
summertime anyhow…
So, how did we survive?
Well, folks, it wasn’t easy. But
we’ll share our secrets
1.

Air-conditioning.

2.

Air-conditioning.

3.

Air-conditioning.

Oh, wait. That’s the obvious
answer. What might not be so
obvious are some of the coping
mechanisms that we used, which
allowed us to actually ENJOY the
summer.
First off, we purchased a patio
set. Yeah, yeah — we wanted to
wait until we’d built that
awesome patio in the back
yard… the one with the secret
garden and the pergola. But the
truth of the matter was that we
just couldn’t put our lives on hold
for the sake of a project that is
going to take a few more years of
work and saving to accomplish.
So, we broke down.
It’s all good, though. We’ve
spent many a gorgeous evening
sitting outside on our lovely

chairs, gazing out into the alley,
watching the cement practically
MELT into the sewer drains.
We found that we appreciate
our A/C all the more when
we’ve spent a few hours
outside. And we discovered
that a glass of wine tastes a lot
better when you drink it out in
the fresh air. So, we’ve spent
some happy times outside,
despite ourselves.
We also discovered that
keeping well-hydrated is a good
and right thing to do — and it
even fends off headaches. Paul
has taken to carrying a bottle of
SMARTWATER (or some such
thing) around with him at every
given moment. And we
probably slurp when we walk,
we’ve been drinking so much of
the stuff. In order to save more
water for ourselves, we’ve
boycotted watering our poor
lawn. So, it looks (sadly) like a
raging fire burned right through
our yard and took it out.
Fortunately, we were able to
mulch some of our gardens in
the front yard. So, our hope is
that the lovely flowers blooming
out front distract people enough
so that they don’t actually see
the sad, sad grass. (the upside
of our neglect is that we’ve
barely had to mow our lawn in
weeks!!)
In other news, Lo—being the
vain, vain girl that you all know
that she is—tried one of the
new lotion potions that
promises to make even whiteas-a-sheet gals like herself look
as if they have a golden glow.
She was quite happy with the
results, and felt that her newly

tanned legs gave her license to
wear shorts and skirts without
blinding anyone. Her biggest
disappointment with the whole
affair is that the product really
only made her skin a “normal”
tone — not really tan at all.
Needless to say, she had to
give up on her dream of being a
bronze beauty. Rather more
quickly than she had intended.
In other beauty news, we read
somewhere that rinsing our hair
in champagne before going
outside would bring out the
blonde highlights… and that
rinsing with beer would add a
lovely sheen. So, we tried it.
Now, of course, anyone who
comes within two feet of us
thinks that we’re alcoholics.
Finally, we focused on the fact
that, unlike chinchillas (who
cannot generally survive in
temperatures above 70ºF), we
knew that we would survive the
heat and the drought — and
make it THANKFULLY into the
waiting arms of autumn. Likely
without a scratch.
So, here we are — eating our
summer harvest of tomatoes
right here at our patio table,
drinking a nice glass of wine,
our hair smelling of beer and
champagne… and we’re
toasting YOU! You have, after
all, gotten through this
thoroughly ridiculous article —
despite the fact that it hasn’t
given you a speck of insight into
how one actually DOES survive
a very hot summer. And you’ve
forgiven us for that. So, thanks.
We’ll see you again in the fall...
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HAPPY
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

We are SUPER HAPPY to
announce that our friends
Jeremy and Rebecca
welcomed their third child to
the world in July! Happy
Birthday Lucia!!

•

We’re crazed and excited to
report that the garden
reception for Paul’s brother
John and his new wife Alex
went off without a hitch at the
END of July.

•

We’re positively nuts about
the fact that we broke down
got another kitty! (read more
about it on the last page)

•

We have just harvested one
of the best crops of heirloom
variety tomatoes EVER. We
have recently overdosed on
succulent tomato
sandwiches.
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Reflecting on the Sun
This is an article for anyone who has ever
known a nice person who, despite their
niceness, was positively infuriating. It is
also for any understanding soul who might
have had a bad experience at some point
with a NICE neighbor who somehow
transformed into a BAD neighbor
overnight. This article is for people who
know HOW to forgive people — but who
also find it difficult at times.
Peef and Lo, for instance, are pretty nice
people. At least we think that they are.
They smile at strangers. They wave at
people walking past their house. They
pick up their dog poop (well, they would, if
they HAD a dog). And — this is a big one
folks — they mow their lawn. Sometimes
even weekly.
Now, this year, lawns didn’t need to be
mowed quite as often as they might have
needed it other years. There wasn’t
enough rain to really help the grass to
grow — and so, it didn’t. This was a great
blessing, and Peef and Lo heeded it as
such.
A particular set of their neighbors, on the
other hand, decided that this summer
would be the time to just STOP mowing
their lawn altogether. Or something.
We say “or something” because they
didn’t actually STOP altogether. They
mowed their FRONT lawn (you know, the
part of the lawn that other people SEE);
but they kind of left their back yard alone.
The nice neighbors have become the sort
of neighbors that no one wants — the
neighbors that don’t seem to realize that
you can see their ugly back yard from
over the fence… or from the alley. The
sort of neighbors that just start to appear
lazy and unkempt. And very, very BAD.

Right now, Lo is gazing OUT of the
kitchen window at this lawn. And it’s a
pretty interesting sight. There are weeds.
Not just your garden variety of weeds —
dandelions and wild plantain and such.
No, these are some sort of SUPER
weeds. Regular science experiments.
Some of them are upwards of four feet
tall. And most of them have reached the
stage in their life cycles where they are
setting flowers — or even going to seed.
They aren’t pretty flowers — nor are the
seeds particularly nice to look at
(especially when one considers that these
crazy weeds might blow their seeds over
into other yards — maybe even a certain
yard that belongs to Peef and Lo).
No, it’s not a pretty sight. And that’s why
Peef and Lo are puzzled.
At first, they wondered if their neighbors
had a broken lawn mower. They
surreptitiously placed their own lawn
mower OUT on the lawn — wondering if
said neighbor might spot it and ask to
BORROW it. They mowed both their
front and back lawns — figuring that said
neighbor might follow suit (human beings
being naturally predisposed to a “keeping
up with the Joneses” mentality). They
even stood out in the yard and sent LAWN
MOWING ENERGY over to their
neighbors, just in case they’d run out of it
somehow.
Still, the lawn remained. At first it was no
big deal. The grass grew a bit. But,
although it was slightly shaggy, it wasn’t
an eyesore. Their dog had a tendency to
mat the grass a bit when he ran around in
the back yard — so that also made the
lawn look a bit less like it was growing out
of control.

And then the weeds came.
They gave no warning. They settled in
without mercy. And they grew at an
astounding pace. They began to take
over. They taunted small neighborhood
children. They bit at the dog. They blew
their nasty seeds out, past the neighbor’s
fence, into the wild world.
Peef and Lo CURSED the weeds. They
bit their tongues and smiled at their
formerly-nice neighbors. They turned
their heads when they sauntered out into
the back yard to pick tomatoes and
squash. They turned their chairs away
from the weeds as they sat out on their
new patio set to enjoy a romantic dinner of
grilled panzanella salad and a glass of red
wine. But alas — ignoring weeds, they
soon found, does NOT make them go
away. And so, the weeds persisted. And
the grass grew. And weeks went by with
no progress.
The weeds persist. And Peef and Lo now
survive on sheer HOPE. Hope that the
nice neighbor will return to being nice —
after having been not-nice for a very long
time. Hope that the weeds will die. Or be
chopped down by a force of nature
(maybe a snowstorm or a hurricane).
Yeah—if you need any hope, we’ve got
plenty of it. Just drop by, and we’d be
happy to share. We also have a few extra
weeds to spare… if you are so inclined. :)

Wonderful Watermelon
One of the best things about the summer
weather is the abundance of fresh
produce that is available… and the
absolute succulence of it.
This year, we joined a CSA — a
Community Supported Agriculture
program — which delivers fresh, organic,
local produce to our door each week for
about 26 weeks. One of the great things
about our CSA is that it’s given us a
chance to really experience the Wisconsin
growing season to its fullest. Between the
produce delivered each week and the
produce we pick from the garden, we’ve
eaten the gamut of fruits and vegetables,
including some really outstanding things
that deserve extra-special mention.
LIKE THE WATERMELON.
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Yeah, yeah—watermelon is FILLED with
lycopene. It’s a great source for summer
hydration. And kids eat it like candy. But,
for whatever reason, I never fully
appreciated it until this year.
This year, when we got our first little
melon delivery, I didn’t even bat an
eyelash. I didn’t rush to the cutting board
as Paul hacked through the crisp rind and
exposed the tender, yellow flesh. I didn’t
even blink when the odor of it wafted past
my nose as I stood at the sink.
But, with that delectable first bite, I was
HOOKED. It was positively the best
melon I’d ever tasted — absolutely
amazing. It made me giddy. Sweet and
tender… little sugar-filled fibers popping
open with each crunchy bite. It was
intoxicating. I didn’t even want to put it into

a fruit salad — or hide it in a watermelon
margarita. I just wanted to smash my face
right into a big, fat piece of it, and suck the
tender goodness right out.
Being a lady of gentile character, I did
NOT smash my face into that watermelon,
though — as disappointing as that might
be to some of you. But I did eat my fair
share. And I have continued to eat fair
shares… and not-so-fair shares in the
past few weeks. Paul has also eaten his
fair share — and can’t stop raving over it.
I noticed that we have another batch of
melons on the list for this week, and I’m
already salivating. And putting on a bib,
getting ready for some good old fashioned
face-smashing.

News from Peef & Lo

COPIOUS NOTES from the kitchens of ...
So, we’ve been spending time in the
kitchen again. And Paul has
discovered a new love — bagna
cauda. Or, as he fondly refers to it,
“magna carta”.
It all started on a Saturday night back
in May — Memorial Day weekend, I
think. We decided to have what we
call a “cooking night” — which means
we spend the entire evening cooking
together, making little plates of this
and that, noshing and enjoying the
whole experience. This is usually the
sort of night when we come up with
our best ideas for the “Burp” menu.
On this particular evening, we
shopped and settled on some tasty
dry-packed scallops (this was our first
time buying these, and we are
converts!), some fresh spinach, a nice
loaf of French bread, some fresh
mozzarella cheese… and a bottle or
two of decent wine.
We’d run across a sandwich
cookbook at the library earlier in the
week, and were tempted by a
particular baked appetizer featuring
the most amazing looking melty
cheese, French bread, and rosemary.
Unfortunately, it also happened to call

for a warm anchovy “broth” to be poured over the top.
And we all know what a huge fan of anchovies Paul is
(NOT)… As it turns out, it took a BIT of coercion
before he warmed up to the idea. But, once we got into the cooking process
and actually put the lemony bagna cauda sauce together, he couldn’t stop
exclaiming about how GOOD it was. “This is LOVE,” he proclaimed. And Lo
just laughed.
Now, if the idea of eating a warm, buttery anchovy sauce still doesn’t appeal,
maybe you need some new imagery. Just imagine … 4-5 slices of deliciously
crusty French bread paired with thick slices of fresh mozzarella cheese —
skewered together with sprigs of freshly picked rosemary, baked, and then
smothered in a lemony bagna cauda. Oh, dear. I think I might be drooling.
Nancy Silverton’s Bagna Cauda (“LOVE”… AKA “Magna Carta”)
2 to 3 garlic cloves, peeled and finely chopped (about 1 tablespoon)
4 (3-inch long) salt-packed anchovies, rinsed well, backbones removed, finely chopped
(about 1 tablespoon)
1 stick (4 ounces) unsalted butter
1/2 cup extra-virgin olive oil
1/2 teaspoon finely chopped lemon zest
3 to 4 teaspoons fresh lemon juice, or to taste
Kosher salt
Using a mortar and pestle, pulverize the garlic and anchovies into a smooth paste.
Transfer the paste to a small saucepan. Add the butter and olive oil and bring to a
simmer over low heat. Continue simmering for about 5 minutes. Remove the pan from
the heat and stir in the lemon zest and lemon juice. Season with salt, to taste.
From: Nancy Silverton's Sandwich Book : The Best Sandwiches Ever--from Thursday
Nights at Campanile

A New Addition—-- Meet Mona
It’s possible that we’re nuts. But
we’ve adopted yet another little furry
beast. This time, her name is Mona…
and she’s a five-year-old calico…
about the same age as Zoe. She is tall
and lithe, with beautiful markings, and
she used to be a model.
Mona lost her home a few months ago
when her owner passed away. A
friend of Lo’s asked if she’d be willing
to adopt — and how could she say no?
Mona was adorable, and had the
reputation for being the sweetest,
most affectionate little thing that
you ever wanted to see. So, we bit.
Happily, Mona’s transition into our
household is moving along quite easily.
But it wasn’t without hurdles. For the
first day or two, we had the uncanny
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feeling that the process was going to
be an absolute breeze. All the cats
seemed interested in one another…
and we almost clapped our hands in
delight.
Unfortunately, our overconfidence
got the best of us. Although we
sequestered Mona for the first
couple of days, we jumped the gun and
introduced her to the crew a day or
two too soon. And, all at once, the
apple cart became UPSET. Zoë went
mad with jealousy (models tend to
have that effect on people). Elmo
began sporting an eternal frown (he’s
fixed, after all). And we thought our
happy little home might never be
happy again.
Fortunately, we were wrong. We

decided to back up and try the whole
process over again. And, in the midst
of our second try, we seem to be
meeting with some success. Thanks
to a handy little product called
FELIWAY — a diffuser which spews
“happy feline hormones” all over our
house, the cats seem to be
acclimating to one another. And, in
turn, we are slowly acclimating to the
idea of having three little fuzzballs
around.
Stay tuned… as the tides yet may
turn :)
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News from Peef & Lo
BLASTED: Tips on How to Survive the
Wisconsin Heat
How hot is it?
It’s so hot the birds have to use
potholders to pull worms out of
the ground… hot water now
comes out of BOTH taps… when
the temperature drops below 95º,
we actually feel a chill in the air…
Yeah, it’s been a crazy summer.
And if you know either Peef OR
Lo, you know that the poor souls
just weren’t made for this sort of
weather. Paul starts to melt at
temperatures anywhere above
75º. And Lo is just a headache
waiting to happen in the
summertime anyhow…
So, how did we survive?
Well, folks, it wasn’t easy. But
we’ll share our secrets
1.

Air-conditioning.

2.

Air-conditioning.

3.

Air-conditioning.

Oh, wait. That’s the obvious
answer. What might not be so
obvious are some of the coping
mechanisms that we used, which
allowed us to actually ENJOY the
summer.
First off, we purchased a patio
set. Yeah, yeah — we wanted to
wait until we’d built that
awesome patio in the back
yard… the one with the secret
garden and the pergola. But the
truth of the matter was that we
just couldn’t put our lives on hold
for the sake of a project that is
going to take a few more years of
work and saving to accomplish.
So, we broke down.
It’s all good, though. We’ve
spent many a gorgeous evening
sitting outside on our lovely

chairs, gazing out into the alley,
watching the cement practically
MELT into the sewer drains.
We found that we appreciate
our A/C all the more when
we’ve spent a few hours
outside. And we discovered
that a glass of wine tastes a lot
better when you drink it out in
the fresh air. So, we’ve spent
some happy times outside,
despite ourselves.
We also discovered that
keeping well-hydrated is a good
and right thing to do — and it
even fends off headaches. Paul
has taken to carrying a bottle of
SMARTWATER (or some such
thing) around with him at every
given moment. And we
probably slurp when we walk,
we’ve been drinking so much of
the stuff. In order to save more
water for ourselves, we’ve
boycotted watering our poor
lawn. So, it looks (sadly) like a
raging fire burned right through
our yard and took it out.
Fortunately, we were able to
mulch some of our gardens in
the front yard. So, our hope is
that the lovely flowers blooming
out front distract people enough
so that they don’t actually see
the sad, sad grass. (the upside
of our neglect is that we’ve
barely had to mow our lawn in
weeks!!)
In other news, Lo—being the
vain, vain girl that you all know
that she is—tried one of the
new lotion potions that
promises to make even whiteas-a-sheet gals like herself look
as if they have a golden glow.
She was quite happy with the
results, and felt that her newly

tanned legs gave her license to
wear shorts and skirts without
blinding anyone. Her biggest
disappointment with the whole
affair is that the product really
only made her skin a “normal”
tone — not really tan at all.
Needless to say, she had to
give up on her dream of being a
bronze beauty. Rather more
quickly than she had intended.
In other beauty news, we read
somewhere that rinsing our hair
in champagne before going
outside would bring out the
blonde highlights… and that
rinsing with beer would add a
lovely sheen. So, we tried it.
Now, of course, anyone who
comes within two feet of us
thinks that we’re alcoholics.
Finally, we focused on the fact
that, unlike chinchillas (who
cannot generally survive in
temperatures above 70ºF), we
knew that we would survive the
heat and the drought — and
make it THANKFULLY into the
waiting arms of autumn. Likely
without a scratch.
So, here we are — eating our
summer harvest of tomatoes
right here at our patio table,
drinking a nice glass of wine,
our hair smelling of beer and
champagne… and we’re
toasting YOU! You have, after
all, gotten through this
thoroughly ridiculous article —
despite the fact that it hasn’t
given you a speck of insight into
how one actually DOES survive
a very hot summer. And you’ve
forgiven us for that. So, thanks.
We’ll see you again in the fall...
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HAPPY
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

We are SUPER HAPPY to
announce that our friends
Jeremy and Rebecca
welcomed their third child to
the world in July! Happy
Birthday Lucia!!

•

We’re crazed and excited to
report that the garden
reception for Paul’s brother
John and his new wife Alex
went off without a hitch at the
END of July.

•

We’re positively nuts about
the fact that we broke down
got another kitty! (read more
about it on the last page)

•

We have just harvested one
of the best crops of heirloom
variety tomatoes EVER. We
have recently overdosed on
succulent tomato
sandwiches.
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Reflecting on the Sun
This is an article for anyone who has ever
known a nice person who, despite their
niceness, was positively infuriating. It is
also for any understanding soul who might
have had a bad experience at some point
with a NICE neighbor who somehow
transformed into a BAD neighbor
overnight. This article is for people who
know HOW to forgive people — but who
also find it difficult at times.
Peef and Lo, for instance, are pretty nice
people. At least we think that they are.
They smile at strangers. They wave at
people walking past their house. They
pick up their dog poop (well, they would, if
they HAD a dog). And — this is a big one
folks — they mow their lawn. Sometimes
even weekly.
Now, this year, lawns didn’t need to be
mowed quite as often as they might have
needed it other years. There wasn’t
enough rain to really help the grass to
grow — and so, it didn’t. This was a great
blessing, and Peef and Lo heeded it as
such.
A particular set of their neighbors, on the
other hand, decided that this summer
would be the time to just STOP mowing
their lawn altogether. Or something.
We say “or something” because they
didn’t actually STOP altogether. They
mowed their FRONT lawn (you know, the
part of the lawn that other people SEE);
but they kind of left their back yard alone.
The nice neighbors have become the sort
of neighbors that no one wants — the
neighbors that don’t seem to realize that
you can see their ugly back yard from
over the fence… or from the alley. The
sort of neighbors that just start to appear
lazy and unkempt. And very, very BAD.

Right now, Lo is gazing OUT of the
kitchen window at this lawn. And it’s a
pretty interesting sight. There are weeds.
Not just your garden variety of weeds —
dandelions and wild plantain and such.
No, these are some sort of SUPER
weeds. Regular science experiments.
Some of them are upwards of four feet
tall. And most of them have reached the
stage in their life cycles where they are
setting flowers — or even going to seed.
They aren’t pretty flowers — nor are the
seeds particularly nice to look at
(especially when one considers that these
crazy weeds might blow their seeds over
into other yards — maybe even a certain
yard that belongs to Peef and Lo).
No, it’s not a pretty sight. And that’s why
Peef and Lo are puzzled.
At first, they wondered if their neighbors
had a broken lawn mower. They
surreptitiously placed their own lawn
mower OUT on the lawn — wondering if
said neighbor might spot it and ask to
BORROW it. They mowed both their
front and back lawns — figuring that said
neighbor might follow suit (human beings
being naturally predisposed to a “keeping
up with the Joneses” mentality). They
even stood out in the yard and sent LAWN
MOWING ENERGY over to their
neighbors, just in case they’d run out of it
somehow.
Still, the lawn remained. At first it was no
big deal. The grass grew a bit. But,
although it was slightly shaggy, it wasn’t
an eyesore. Their dog had a tendency to
mat the grass a bit when he ran around in
the back yard — so that also made the
lawn look a bit less like it was growing out
of control.

And then the weeds came.
They gave no warning. They settled in
without mercy. And they grew at an
astounding pace. They began to take
over. They taunted small neighborhood
children. They bit at the dog. They blew
their nasty seeds out, past the neighbor’s
fence, into the wild world.
Peef and Lo CURSED the weeds. They
bit their tongues and smiled at their
formerly-nice neighbors. They turned
their heads when they sauntered out into
the back yard to pick tomatoes and
squash. They turned their chairs away
from the weeds as they sat out on their
new patio set to enjoy a romantic dinner of
grilled panzanella salad and a glass of red
wine. But alas — ignoring weeds, they
soon found, does NOT make them go
away. And so, the weeds persisted. And
the grass grew. And weeks went by with
no progress.
The weeds persist. And Peef and Lo now
survive on sheer HOPE. Hope that the
nice neighbor will return to being nice —
after having been not-nice for a very long
time. Hope that the weeds will die. Or be
chopped down by a force of nature
(maybe a snowstorm or a hurricane).
Yeah—if you need any hope, we’ve got
plenty of it. Just drop by, and we’d be
happy to share. We also have a few extra
weeds to spare… if you are so inclined. :)

Wonderful Watermelon
One of the best things about the summer
weather is the abundance of fresh
produce that is available… and the
absolute succulence of it.
This year, we joined a CSA — a
Community Supported Agriculture
program — which delivers fresh, organic,
local produce to our door each week for
about 26 weeks. One of the great things
about our CSA is that it’s given us a
chance to really experience the Wisconsin
growing season to its fullest. Between the
produce delivered each week and the
produce we pick from the garden, we’ve
eaten the gamut of fruits and vegetables,
including some really outstanding things
that deserve extra-special mention.
LIKE THE WATERMELON.
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Yeah, yeah—watermelon is FILLED with
lycopene. It’s a great source for summer
hydration. And kids eat it like candy. But,
for whatever reason, I never fully
appreciated it until this year.
This year, when we got our first little
melon delivery, I didn’t even bat an
eyelash. I didn’t rush to the cutting board
as Paul hacked through the crisp rind and
exposed the tender, yellow flesh. I didn’t
even blink when the odor of it wafted past
my nose as I stood at the sink.
But, with that delectable first bite, I was
HOOKED. It was positively the best
melon I’d ever tasted — absolutely
amazing. It made me giddy. Sweet and
tender… little sugar-filled fibers popping
open with each crunchy bite. It was
intoxicating. I didn’t even want to put it into

a fruit salad — or hide it in a watermelon
margarita. I just wanted to smash my face
right into a big, fat piece of it, and suck the
tender goodness right out.
Being a lady of gentile character, I did
NOT smash my face into that watermelon,
though — as disappointing as that might
be to some of you. But I did eat my fair
share. And I have continued to eat fair
shares… and not-so-fair shares in the
past few weeks. Paul has also eaten his
fair share — and can’t stop raving over it.
I noticed that we have another batch of
melons on the list for this week, and I’m
already salivating. And putting on a bib,
getting ready for some good old fashioned
face-smashing.

News from Peef & Lo

COPIOUS NOTES from the kitchens of ...
So, we’ve been spending time in the
kitchen again. And Paul has
discovered a new love — bagna
cauda. Or, as he fondly refers to it,
“magna carta”.
It all started on a Saturday night back
in May — Memorial Day weekend, I
think. We decided to have what we
call a “cooking night” — which means
we spend the entire evening cooking
together, making little plates of this
and that, noshing and enjoying the
whole experience. This is usually the
sort of night when we come up with
our best ideas for the “Burp” menu.
On this particular evening, we
shopped and settled on some tasty
dry-packed scallops (this was our first
time buying these, and we are
converts!), some fresh spinach, a nice
loaf of French bread, some fresh
mozzarella cheese… and a bottle or
two of decent wine.
We’d run across a sandwich
cookbook at the library earlier in the
week, and were tempted by a
particular baked appetizer featuring
the most amazing looking melty
cheese, French bread, and rosemary.
Unfortunately, it also happened to call

for a warm anchovy “broth” to be poured over the top.
And we all know what a huge fan of anchovies Paul is
(NOT)… As it turns out, it took a BIT of coercion
before he warmed up to the idea. But, once we got into the cooking process
and actually put the lemony bagna cauda sauce together, he couldn’t stop
exclaiming about how GOOD it was. “This is LOVE,” he proclaimed. And Lo
just laughed.
Now, if the idea of eating a warm, buttery anchovy sauce still doesn’t appeal,
maybe you need some new imagery. Just imagine … 4-5 slices of deliciously
crusty French bread paired with thick slices of fresh mozzarella cheese —
skewered together with sprigs of freshly picked rosemary, baked, and then
smothered in a lemony bagna cauda. Oh, dear. I think I might be drooling.
Nancy Silverton’s Bagna Cauda (“LOVE”… AKA “Magna Carta”)
2 to 3 garlic cloves, peeled and finely chopped (about 1 tablespoon)
4 (3-inch long) salt-packed anchovies, rinsed well, backbones removed, finely chopped
(about 1 tablespoon)
1 stick (4 ounces) unsalted butter
1/2 cup extra-virgin olive oil
1/2 teaspoon finely chopped lemon zest
3 to 4 teaspoons fresh lemon juice, or to taste
Kosher salt
Using a mortar and pestle, pulverize the garlic and anchovies into a smooth paste.
Transfer the paste to a small saucepan. Add the butter and olive oil and bring to a
simmer over low heat. Continue simmering for about 5 minutes. Remove the pan from
the heat and stir in the lemon zest and lemon juice. Season with salt, to taste.
From: Nancy Silverton's Sandwich Book : The Best Sandwiches Ever--from Thursday
Nights at Campanile

A New Addition—-- Meet Mona
It’s possible that we’re nuts. But
we’ve adopted yet another little furry
beast. This time, her name is Mona…
and she’s a five-year-old calico…
about the same age as Zoe. She is tall
and lithe, with beautiful markings, and
she used to be a model.
Mona lost her home a few months ago
when her owner passed away. A
friend of Lo’s asked if she’d be willing
to adopt — and how could she say no?
Mona was adorable, and had the
reputation for being the sweetest,
most affectionate little thing that
you ever wanted to see. So, we bit.
Happily, Mona’s transition into our
household is moving along quite easily.
But it wasn’t without hurdles. For the
first day or two, we had the uncanny
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feeling that the process was going to
be an absolute breeze. All the cats
seemed interested in one another…
and we almost clapped our hands in
delight.
Unfortunately, our overconfidence
got the best of us. Although we
sequestered Mona for the first
couple of days, we jumped the gun and
introduced her to the crew a day or
two too soon. And, all at once, the
apple cart became UPSET. Zoë went
mad with jealousy (models tend to
have that effect on people). Elmo
began sporting an eternal frown (he’s
fixed, after all). And we thought our
happy little home might never be
happy again.
Fortunately, we were wrong. We

decided to back up and try the whole
process over again. And, in the midst
of our second try, we seem to be
meeting with some success. Thanks
to a handy little product called
FELIWAY — a diffuser which spews
“happy feline hormones” all over our
house, the cats seem to be
acclimating to one another. And, in
turn, we are slowly acclimating to the
idea of having three little fuzzballs
around.
Stay tuned… as the tides yet may
turn :)
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W241N8988 Penny Ln
Sussex WI 53089
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News from Peef & Lo
BLASTED: Tips on How to Survive the
Wisconsin Heat
How hot is it?
It’s so hot the birds have to use
potholders to pull worms out of
the ground… hot water now
comes out of BOTH taps… when
the temperature drops below 95º,
we actually feel a chill in the air…
Yeah, it’s been a crazy summer.
And if you know either Peef OR
Lo, you know that the poor souls
just weren’t made for this sort of
weather. Paul starts to melt at
temperatures anywhere above
75º. And Lo is just a headache
waiting to happen in the
summertime anyhow…
So, how did we survive?
Well, folks, it wasn’t easy. But
we’ll share our secrets
1.

Air-conditioning.

2.

Air-conditioning.

3.

Air-conditioning.

Oh, wait. That’s the obvious
answer. What might not be so
obvious are some of the coping
mechanisms that we used, which
allowed us to actually ENJOY the
summer.
First off, we purchased a patio
set. Yeah, yeah — we wanted to
wait until we’d built that
awesome patio in the back
yard… the one with the secret
garden and the pergola. But the
truth of the matter was that we
just couldn’t put our lives on hold
for the sake of a project that is
going to take a few more years of
work and saving to accomplish.
So, we broke down.
It’s all good, though. We’ve
spent many a gorgeous evening
sitting outside on our lovely

chairs, gazing out into the alley,
watching the cement practically
MELT into the sewer drains.
We found that we appreciate
our A/C all the more when
we’ve spent a few hours
outside. And we discovered
that a glass of wine tastes a lot
better when you drink it out in
the fresh air. So, we’ve spent
some happy times outside,
despite ourselves.
We also discovered that
keeping well-hydrated is a good
and right thing to do — and it
even fends off headaches. Paul
has taken to carrying a bottle of
SMARTWATER (or some such
thing) around with him at every
given moment. And we
probably slurp when we walk,
we’ve been drinking so much of
the stuff. In order to save more
water for ourselves, we’ve
boycotted watering our poor
lawn. So, it looks (sadly) like a
raging fire burned right through
our yard and took it out.
Fortunately, we were able to
mulch some of our gardens in
the front yard. So, our hope is
that the lovely flowers blooming
out front distract people enough
so that they don’t actually see
the sad, sad grass. (the upside
of our neglect is that we’ve
barely had to mow our lawn in
weeks!!)
In other news, Lo—being the
vain, vain girl that you all know
that she is—tried one of the
new lotion potions that
promises to make even whiteas-a-sheet gals like herself look
as if they have a golden glow.
She was quite happy with the
results, and felt that her newly

tanned legs gave her license to
wear shorts and skirts without
blinding anyone. Her biggest
disappointment with the whole
affair is that the product really
only made her skin a “normal”
tone — not really tan at all.
Needless to say, she had to
give up on her dream of being a
bronze beauty. Rather more
quickly than she had intended.
In other beauty news, we read
somewhere that rinsing our hair
in champagne before going
outside would bring out the
blonde highlights… and that
rinsing with beer would add a
lovely sheen. So, we tried it.
Now, of course, anyone who
comes within two feet of us
thinks that we’re alcoholics.
Finally, we focused on the fact
that, unlike chinchillas (who
cannot generally survive in
temperatures above 70ºF), we
knew that we would survive the
heat and the drought — and
make it THANKFULLY into the
waiting arms of autumn. Likely
without a scratch.
So, here we are — eating our
summer harvest of tomatoes
right here at our patio table,
drinking a nice glass of wine,
our hair smelling of beer and
champagne… and we’re
toasting YOU! You have, after
all, gotten through this
thoroughly ridiculous article —
despite the fact that it hasn’t
given you a speck of insight into
how one actually DOES survive
a very hot summer. And you’ve
forgiven us for that. So, thanks.
We’ll see you again in the fall...

The Saga
Continues...
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HAPPY
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

We are SUPER HAPPY to
announce that our friends
Jeremy and Rebecca
welcomed their third child to
the world in July! Happy
Birthday Lucia!!

•

We’re crazed and excited to
report that the garden
reception for Paul’s brother
John and his new wife Alex
went off without a hitch at the
END of July.

•

We’re positively nuts about
the fact that we broke down
got another kitty! (read more
about it on the last page)

•

We have just harvested one
of the best crops of heirloom
variety tomatoes EVER. We
have recently overdosed on
succulent tomato
sandwiches.
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Reflecting on the Sun
This is an article for anyone who has ever
known a nice person who, despite their
niceness, was positively infuriating. It is
also for any understanding soul who might
have had a bad experience at some point
with a NICE neighbor who somehow
transformed into a BAD neighbor
overnight. This article is for people who
know HOW to forgive people — but who
also find it difficult at times.
Peef and Lo, for instance, are pretty nice
people. At least we think that they are.
They smile at strangers. They wave at
people walking past their house. They
pick up their dog poop (well, they would, if
they HAD a dog). And — this is a big one
folks — they mow their lawn. Sometimes
even weekly.
Now, this year, lawns didn’t need to be
mowed quite as often as they might have
needed it other years. There wasn’t
enough rain to really help the grass to
grow — and so, it didn’t. This was a great
blessing, and Peef and Lo heeded it as
such.
A particular set of their neighbors, on the
other hand, decided that this summer
would be the time to just STOP mowing
their lawn altogether. Or something.
We say “or something” because they
didn’t actually STOP altogether. They
mowed their FRONT lawn (you know, the
part of the lawn that other people SEE);
but they kind of left their back yard alone.
The nice neighbors have become the sort
of neighbors that no one wants — the
neighbors that don’t seem to realize that
you can see their ugly back yard from
over the fence… or from the alley. The
sort of neighbors that just start to appear
lazy and unkempt. And very, very BAD.

Right now, Lo is gazing OUT of the
kitchen window at this lawn. And it’s a
pretty interesting sight. There are weeds.
Not just your garden variety of weeds —
dandelions and wild plantain and such.
No, these are some sort of SUPER
weeds. Regular science experiments.
Some of them are upwards of four feet
tall. And most of them have reached the
stage in their life cycles where they are
setting flowers — or even going to seed.
They aren’t pretty flowers — nor are the
seeds particularly nice to look at
(especially when one considers that these
crazy weeds might blow their seeds over
into other yards — maybe even a certain
yard that belongs to Peef and Lo).
No, it’s not a pretty sight. And that’s why
Peef and Lo are puzzled.
At first, they wondered if their neighbors
had a broken lawn mower. They
surreptitiously placed their own lawn
mower OUT on the lawn — wondering if
said neighbor might spot it and ask to
BORROW it. They mowed both their
front and back lawns — figuring that said
neighbor might follow suit (human beings
being naturally predisposed to a “keeping
up with the Joneses” mentality). They
even stood out in the yard and sent LAWN
MOWING ENERGY over to their
neighbors, just in case they’d run out of it
somehow.
Still, the lawn remained. At first it was no
big deal. The grass grew a bit. But,
although it was slightly shaggy, it wasn’t
an eyesore. Their dog had a tendency to
mat the grass a bit when he ran around in
the back yard — so that also made the
lawn look a bit less like it was growing out
of control.

And then the weeds came.
They gave no warning. They settled in
without mercy. And they grew at an
astounding pace. They began to take
over. They taunted small neighborhood
children. They bit at the dog. They blew
their nasty seeds out, past the neighbor’s
fence, into the wild world.
Peef and Lo CURSED the weeds. They
bit their tongues and smiled at their
formerly-nice neighbors. They turned
their heads when they sauntered out into
the back yard to pick tomatoes and
squash. They turned their chairs away
from the weeds as they sat out on their
new patio set to enjoy a romantic dinner of
grilled panzanella salad and a glass of red
wine. But alas — ignoring weeds, they
soon found, does NOT make them go
away. And so, the weeds persisted. And
the grass grew. And weeks went by with
no progress.
The weeds persist. And Peef and Lo now
survive on sheer HOPE. Hope that the
nice neighbor will return to being nice —
after having been not-nice for a very long
time. Hope that the weeds will die. Or be
chopped down by a force of nature
(maybe a snowstorm or a hurricane).
Yeah—if you need any hope, we’ve got
plenty of it. Just drop by, and we’d be
happy to share. We also have a few extra
weeds to spare… if you are so inclined. :)

Wonderful Watermelon
One of the best things about the summer
weather is the abundance of fresh
produce that is available… and the
absolute succulence of it.
This year, we joined a CSA — a
Community Supported Agriculture
program — which delivers fresh, organic,
local produce to our door each week for
about 26 weeks. One of the great things
about our CSA is that it’s given us a
chance to really experience the Wisconsin
growing season to its fullest. Between the
produce delivered each week and the
produce we pick from the garden, we’ve
eaten the gamut of fruits and vegetables,
including some really outstanding things
that deserve extra-special mention.
LIKE THE WATERMELON.
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Yeah, yeah—watermelon is FILLED with
lycopene. It’s a great source for summer
hydration. And kids eat it like candy. But,
for whatever reason, I never fully
appreciated it until this year.
This year, when we got our first little
melon delivery, I didn’t even bat an
eyelash. I didn’t rush to the cutting board
as Paul hacked through the crisp rind and
exposed the tender, yellow flesh. I didn’t
even blink when the odor of it wafted past
my nose as I stood at the sink.
But, with that delectable first bite, I was
HOOKED. It was positively the best
melon I’d ever tasted — absolutely
amazing. It made me giddy. Sweet and
tender… little sugar-filled fibers popping
open with each crunchy bite. It was
intoxicating. I didn’t even want to put it into

a fruit salad — or hide it in a watermelon
margarita. I just wanted to smash my face
right into a big, fat piece of it, and suck the
tender goodness right out.
Being a lady of gentile character, I did
NOT smash my face into that watermelon,
though — as disappointing as that might
be to some of you. But I did eat my fair
share. And I have continued to eat fair
shares… and not-so-fair shares in the
past few weeks. Paul has also eaten his
fair share — and can’t stop raving over it.
I noticed that we have another batch of
melons on the list for this week, and I’m
already salivating. And putting on a bib,
getting ready for some good old fashioned
face-smashing.

News from Peef & Lo

COPIOUS NOTES from the kitchens of ...
So, we’ve been spending time in the
kitchen again. And Paul has
discovered a new love — bagna
cauda. Or, as he fondly refers to it,
“magna carta”.
It all started on a Saturday night back
in May — Memorial Day weekend, I
think. We decided to have what we
call a “cooking night” — which means
we spend the entire evening cooking
together, making little plates of this
and that, noshing and enjoying the
whole experience. This is usually the
sort of night when we come up with
our best ideas for the “Burp” menu.
On this particular evening, we
shopped and settled on some tasty
dry-packed scallops (this was our first
time buying these, and we are
converts!), some fresh spinach, a nice
loaf of French bread, some fresh
mozzarella cheese… and a bottle or
two of decent wine.
We’d run across a sandwich
cookbook at the library earlier in the
week, and were tempted by a
particular baked appetizer featuring
the most amazing looking melty
cheese, French bread, and rosemary.
Unfortunately, it also happened to call

for a warm anchovy “broth” to be poured over the top.
And we all know what a huge fan of anchovies Paul is
(NOT)… As it turns out, it took a BIT of coercion
before he warmed up to the idea. But, once we got into the cooking process
and actually put the lemony bagna cauda sauce together, he couldn’t stop
exclaiming about how GOOD it was. “This is LOVE,” he proclaimed. And Lo
just laughed.
Now, if the idea of eating a warm, buttery anchovy sauce still doesn’t appeal,
maybe you need some new imagery. Just imagine … 4-5 slices of deliciously
crusty French bread paired with thick slices of fresh mozzarella cheese —
skewered together with sprigs of freshly picked rosemary, baked, and then
smothered in a lemony bagna cauda. Oh, dear. I think I might be drooling.
Nancy Silverton’s Bagna Cauda (“LOVE”… AKA “Magna Carta”)
2 to 3 garlic cloves, peeled and finely chopped (about 1 tablespoon)
4 (3-inch long) salt-packed anchovies, rinsed well, backbones removed, finely chopped
(about 1 tablespoon)
1 stick (4 ounces) unsalted butter
1/2 cup extra-virgin olive oil
1/2 teaspoon finely chopped lemon zest
3 to 4 teaspoons fresh lemon juice, or to taste
Kosher salt
Using a mortar and pestle, pulverize the garlic and anchovies into a smooth paste.
Transfer the paste to a small saucepan. Add the butter and olive oil and bring to a
simmer over low heat. Continue simmering for about 5 minutes. Remove the pan from
the heat and stir in the lemon zest and lemon juice. Season with salt, to taste.
From: Nancy Silverton's Sandwich Book : The Best Sandwiches Ever--from Thursday
Nights at Campanile

A New Addition—-- Meet Mona
It’s possible that we’re nuts. But
we’ve adopted yet another little furry
beast. This time, her name is Mona…
and she’s a five-year-old calico…
about the same age as Zoe. She is tall
and lithe, with beautiful markings, and
she used to be a model.
Mona lost her home a few months ago
when her owner passed away. A
friend of Lo’s asked if she’d be willing
to adopt — and how could she say no?
Mona was adorable, and had the
reputation for being the sweetest,
most affectionate little thing that
you ever wanted to see. So, we bit.
Happily, Mona’s transition into our
household is moving along quite easily.
But it wasn’t without hurdles. For the
first day or two, we had the uncanny
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feeling that the process was going to
be an absolute breeze. All the cats
seemed interested in one another…
and we almost clapped our hands in
delight.
Unfortunately, our overconfidence
got the best of us. Although we
sequestered Mona for the first
couple of days, we jumped the gun and
introduced her to the crew a day or
two too soon. And, all at once, the
apple cart became UPSET. Zoë went
mad with jealousy (models tend to
have that effect on people). Elmo
began sporting an eternal frown (he’s
fixed, after all). And we thought our
happy little home might never be
happy again.
Fortunately, we were wrong. We

decided to back up and try the whole
process over again. And, in the midst
of our second try, we seem to be
meeting with some success. Thanks
to a handy little product called
FELIWAY — a diffuser which spews
“happy feline hormones” all over our
house, the cats seem to be
acclimating to one another. And, in
turn, we are slowly acclimating to the
idea of having three little fuzzballs
around.
Stay tuned… as the tides yet may
turn :)
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The Saga Continues...
Paul & Lori Fredrich
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Milwaukee, WI 53210-1464

Grandma Francis
W9154 Brazelton Drive
Kewaskum WI 53040
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News from Peef & Lo
BLASTED: Tips on How to Survive the
Wisconsin Heat
How hot is it?
It’s so hot the birds have to use
potholders to pull worms out of
the ground… hot water now
comes out of BOTH taps… when
the temperature drops below 95º,
we actually feel a chill in the air…
Yeah, it’s been a crazy summer.
And if you know either Peef OR
Lo, you know that the poor souls
just weren’t made for this sort of
weather. Paul starts to melt at
temperatures anywhere above
75º. And Lo is just a headache
waiting to happen in the
summertime anyhow…
So, how did we survive?
Well, folks, it wasn’t easy. But
we’ll share our secrets
1.

Air-conditioning.

2.

Air-conditioning.

3.

Air-conditioning.

Oh, wait. That’s the obvious
answer. What might not be so
obvious are some of the coping
mechanisms that we used, which
allowed us to actually ENJOY the
summer.
First off, we purchased a patio
set. Yeah, yeah — we wanted to
wait until we’d built that
awesome patio in the back
yard… the one with the secret
garden and the pergola. But the
truth of the matter was that we
just couldn’t put our lives on hold
for the sake of a project that is
going to take a few more years of
work and saving to accomplish.
So, we broke down.
It’s all good, though. We’ve
spent many a gorgeous evening
sitting outside on our lovely

chairs, gazing out into the alley,
watching the cement practically
MELT into the sewer drains.
We found that we appreciate
our A/C all the more when
we’ve spent a few hours
outside. And we discovered
that a glass of wine tastes a lot
better when you drink it out in
the fresh air. So, we’ve spent
some happy times outside,
despite ourselves.
We also discovered that
keeping well-hydrated is a good
and right thing to do — and it
even fends off headaches. Paul
has taken to carrying a bottle of
SMARTWATER (or some such
thing) around with him at every
given moment. And we
probably slurp when we walk,
we’ve been drinking so much of
the stuff. In order to save more
water for ourselves, we’ve
boycotted watering our poor
lawn. So, it looks (sadly) like a
raging fire burned right through
our yard and took it out.
Fortunately, we were able to
mulch some of our gardens in
the front yard. So, our hope is
that the lovely flowers blooming
out front distract people enough
so that they don’t actually see
the sad, sad grass. (the upside
of our neglect is that we’ve
barely had to mow our lawn in
weeks!!)
In other news, Lo—being the
vain, vain girl that you all know
that she is—tried one of the
new lotion potions that
promises to make even whiteas-a-sheet gals like herself look
as if they have a golden glow.
She was quite happy with the
results, and felt that her newly

tanned legs gave her license to
wear shorts and skirts without
blinding anyone. Her biggest
disappointment with the whole
affair is that the product really
only made her skin a “normal”
tone — not really tan at all.
Needless to say, she had to
give up on her dream of being a
bronze beauty. Rather more
quickly than she had intended.
In other beauty news, we read
somewhere that rinsing our hair
in champagne before going
outside would bring out the
blonde highlights… and that
rinsing with beer would add a
lovely sheen. So, we tried it.
Now, of course, anyone who
comes within two feet of us
thinks that we’re alcoholics.
Finally, we focused on the fact
that, unlike chinchillas (who
cannot generally survive in
temperatures above 70ºF), we
knew that we would survive the
heat and the drought — and
make it THANKFULLY into the
waiting arms of autumn. Likely
without a scratch.
So, here we are — eating our
summer harvest of tomatoes
right here at our patio table,
drinking a nice glass of wine,
our hair smelling of beer and
champagne… and we’re
toasting YOU! You have, after
all, gotten through this
thoroughly ridiculous article —
despite the fact that it hasn’t
given you a speck of insight into
how one actually DOES survive
a very hot summer. And you’ve
forgiven us for that. So, thanks.
We’ll see you again in the fall...
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We are SUPER HAPPY to
announce that our friends
Jeremy and Rebecca
welcomed their third child to
the world in July! Happy
Birthday Lucia!!

•

We’re crazed and excited to
report that the garden
reception for Paul’s brother
John and his new wife Alex
went off without a hitch at the
END of July.

•

We’re positively nuts about
the fact that we broke down
got another kitty! (read more
about it on the last page)

•

We have just harvested one
of the best crops of heirloom
variety tomatoes EVER. We
have recently overdosed on
succulent tomato
sandwiches.
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Reflecting on the Sun
This is an article for anyone who has ever
known a nice person who, despite their
niceness, was positively infuriating. It is
also for any understanding soul who might
have had a bad experience at some point
with a NICE neighbor who somehow
transformed into a BAD neighbor
overnight. This article is for people who
know HOW to forgive people — but who
also find it difficult at times.
Peef and Lo, for instance, are pretty nice
people. At least we think that they are.
They smile at strangers. They wave at
people walking past their house. They
pick up their dog poop (well, they would, if
they HAD a dog). And — this is a big one
folks — they mow their lawn. Sometimes
even weekly.
Now, this year, lawns didn’t need to be
mowed quite as often as they might have
needed it other years. There wasn’t
enough rain to really help the grass to
grow — and so, it didn’t. This was a great
blessing, and Peef and Lo heeded it as
such.
A particular set of their neighbors, on the
other hand, decided that this summer
would be the time to just STOP mowing
their lawn altogether. Or something.
We say “or something” because they
didn’t actually STOP altogether. They
mowed their FRONT lawn (you know, the
part of the lawn that other people SEE);
but they kind of left their back yard alone.
The nice neighbors have become the sort
of neighbors that no one wants — the
neighbors that don’t seem to realize that
you can see their ugly back yard from
over the fence… or from the alley. The
sort of neighbors that just start to appear
lazy and unkempt. And very, very BAD.

Right now, Lo is gazing OUT of the
kitchen window at this lawn. And it’s a
pretty interesting sight. There are weeds.
Not just your garden variety of weeds —
dandelions and wild plantain and such.
No, these are some sort of SUPER
weeds. Regular science experiments.
Some of them are upwards of four feet
tall. And most of them have reached the
stage in their life cycles where they are
setting flowers — or even going to seed.
They aren’t pretty flowers — nor are the
seeds particularly nice to look at
(especially when one considers that these
crazy weeds might blow their seeds over
into other yards — maybe even a certain
yard that belongs to Peef and Lo).
No, it’s not a pretty sight. And that’s why
Peef and Lo are puzzled.
At first, they wondered if their neighbors
had a broken lawn mower. They
surreptitiously placed their own lawn
mower OUT on the lawn — wondering if
said neighbor might spot it and ask to
BORROW it. They mowed both their
front and back lawns — figuring that said
neighbor might follow suit (human beings
being naturally predisposed to a “keeping
up with the Joneses” mentality). They
even stood out in the yard and sent LAWN
MOWING ENERGY over to their
neighbors, just in case they’d run out of it
somehow.
Still, the lawn remained. At first it was no
big deal. The grass grew a bit. But,
although it was slightly shaggy, it wasn’t
an eyesore. Their dog had a tendency to
mat the grass a bit when he ran around in
the back yard — so that also made the
lawn look a bit less like it was growing out
of control.

And then the weeds came.
They gave no warning. They settled in
without mercy. And they grew at an
astounding pace. They began to take
over. They taunted small neighborhood
children. They bit at the dog. They blew
their nasty seeds out, past the neighbor’s
fence, into the wild world.
Peef and Lo CURSED the weeds. They
bit their tongues and smiled at their
formerly-nice neighbors. They turned
their heads when they sauntered out into
the back yard to pick tomatoes and
squash. They turned their chairs away
from the weeds as they sat out on their
new patio set to enjoy a romantic dinner of
grilled panzanella salad and a glass of red
wine. But alas — ignoring weeds, they
soon found, does NOT make them go
away. And so, the weeds persisted. And
the grass grew. And weeks went by with
no progress.
The weeds persist. And Peef and Lo now
survive on sheer HOPE. Hope that the
nice neighbor will return to being nice —
after having been not-nice for a very long
time. Hope that the weeds will die. Or be
chopped down by a force of nature
(maybe a snowstorm or a hurricane).
Yeah—if you need any hope, we’ve got
plenty of it. Just drop by, and we’d be
happy to share. We also have a few extra
weeds to spare… if you are so inclined. :)

Wonderful Watermelon
One of the best things about the summer
weather is the abundance of fresh
produce that is available… and the
absolute succulence of it.
This year, we joined a CSA — a
Community Supported Agriculture
program — which delivers fresh, organic,
local produce to our door each week for
about 26 weeks. One of the great things
about our CSA is that it’s given us a
chance to really experience the Wisconsin
growing season to its fullest. Between the
produce delivered each week and the
produce we pick from the garden, we’ve
eaten the gamut of fruits and vegetables,
including some really outstanding things
that deserve extra-special mention.
LIKE THE WATERMELON.
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Yeah, yeah—watermelon is FILLED with
lycopene. It’s a great source for summer
hydration. And kids eat it like candy. But,
for whatever reason, I never fully
appreciated it until this year.
This year, when we got our first little
melon delivery, I didn’t even bat an
eyelash. I didn’t rush to the cutting board
as Paul hacked through the crisp rind and
exposed the tender, yellow flesh. I didn’t
even blink when the odor of it wafted past
my nose as I stood at the sink.
But, with that delectable first bite, I was
HOOKED. It was positively the best
melon I’d ever tasted — absolutely
amazing. It made me giddy. Sweet and
tender… little sugar-filled fibers popping
open with each crunchy bite. It was
intoxicating. I didn’t even want to put it into

a fruit salad — or hide it in a watermelon
margarita. I just wanted to smash my face
right into a big, fat piece of it, and suck the
tender goodness right out.
Being a lady of gentile character, I did
NOT smash my face into that watermelon,
though — as disappointing as that might
be to some of you. But I did eat my fair
share. And I have continued to eat fair
shares… and not-so-fair shares in the
past few weeks. Paul has also eaten his
fair share — and can’t stop raving over it.
I noticed that we have another batch of
melons on the list for this week, and I’m
already salivating. And putting on a bib,
getting ready for some good old fashioned
face-smashing.

News from Peef & Lo

COPIOUS NOTES from the kitchens of ...
So, we’ve been spending time in the
kitchen again. And Paul has
discovered a new love — bagna
cauda. Or, as he fondly refers to it,
“magna carta”.
It all started on a Saturday night back
in May — Memorial Day weekend, I
think. We decided to have what we
call a “cooking night” — which means
we spend the entire evening cooking
together, making little plates of this
and that, noshing and enjoying the
whole experience. This is usually the
sort of night when we come up with
our best ideas for the “Burp” menu.
On this particular evening, we
shopped and settled on some tasty
dry-packed scallops (this was our first
time buying these, and we are
converts!), some fresh spinach, a nice
loaf of French bread, some fresh
mozzarella cheese… and a bottle or
two of decent wine.
We’d run across a sandwich
cookbook at the library earlier in the
week, and were tempted by a
particular baked appetizer featuring
the most amazing looking melty
cheese, French bread, and rosemary.
Unfortunately, it also happened to call

for a warm anchovy “broth” to be poured over the top.
And we all know what a huge fan of anchovies Paul is
(NOT)… As it turns out, it took a BIT of coercion
before he warmed up to the idea. But, once we got into the cooking process
and actually put the lemony bagna cauda sauce together, he couldn’t stop
exclaiming about how GOOD it was. “This is LOVE,” he proclaimed. And Lo
just laughed.
Now, if the idea of eating a warm, buttery anchovy sauce still doesn’t appeal,
maybe you need some new imagery. Just imagine … 4-5 slices of deliciously
crusty French bread paired with thick slices of fresh mozzarella cheese —
skewered together with sprigs of freshly picked rosemary, baked, and then
smothered in a lemony bagna cauda. Oh, dear. I think I might be drooling.
Nancy Silverton’s Bagna Cauda (“LOVE”… AKA “Magna Carta”)
2 to 3 garlic cloves, peeled and finely chopped (about 1 tablespoon)
4 (3-inch long) salt-packed anchovies, rinsed well, backbones removed, finely chopped
(about 1 tablespoon)
1 stick (4 ounces) unsalted butter
1/2 cup extra-virgin olive oil
1/2 teaspoon finely chopped lemon zest
3 to 4 teaspoons fresh lemon juice, or to taste
Kosher salt
Using a mortar and pestle, pulverize the garlic and anchovies into a smooth paste.
Transfer the paste to a small saucepan. Add the butter and olive oil and bring to a
simmer over low heat. Continue simmering for about 5 minutes. Remove the pan from
the heat and stir in the lemon zest and lemon juice. Season with salt, to taste.
From: Nancy Silverton's Sandwich Book : The Best Sandwiches Ever--from Thursday
Nights at Campanile

A New Addition—-- Meet Mona
It’s possible that we’re nuts. But
we’ve adopted yet another little furry
beast. This time, her name is Mona…
and she’s a five-year-old calico…
about the same age as Zoe. She is tall
and lithe, with beautiful markings, and
she used to be a model.
Mona lost her home a few months ago
when her owner passed away. A
friend of Lo’s asked if she’d be willing
to adopt — and how could she say no?
Mona was adorable, and had the
reputation for being the sweetest,
most affectionate little thing that
you ever wanted to see. So, we bit.
Happily, Mona’s transition into our
household is moving along quite easily.
But it wasn’t without hurdles. For the
first day or two, we had the uncanny
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feeling that the process was going to
be an absolute breeze. All the cats
seemed interested in one another…
and we almost clapped our hands in
delight.
Unfortunately, our overconfidence
got the best of us. Although we
sequestered Mona for the first
couple of days, we jumped the gun and
introduced her to the crew a day or
two too soon. And, all at once, the
apple cart became UPSET. Zoë went
mad with jealousy (models tend to
have that effect on people). Elmo
began sporting an eternal frown (he’s
fixed, after all). And we thought our
happy little home might never be
happy again.
Fortunately, we were wrong. We

decided to back up and try the whole
process over again. And, in the midst
of our second try, we seem to be
meeting with some success. Thanks
to a handy little product called
FELIWAY — a diffuser which spews
“happy feline hormones” all over our
house, the cats seem to be
acclimating to one another. And, in
turn, we are slowly acclimating to the
idea of having three little fuzzballs
around.
Stay tuned… as the tides yet may
turn :)
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News from Peef & Lo
BLASTED: Tips on How to Survive the
Wisconsin Heat
How hot is it?
It’s so hot the birds have to use
potholders to pull worms out of
the ground… hot water now
comes out of BOTH taps… when
the temperature drops below 95º,
we actually feel a chill in the air…
Yeah, it’s been a crazy summer.
And if you know either Peef OR
Lo, you know that the poor souls
just weren’t made for this sort of
weather. Paul starts to melt at
temperatures anywhere above
75º. And Lo is just a headache
waiting to happen in the
summertime anyhow…
So, how did we survive?
Well, folks, it wasn’t easy. But
we’ll share our secrets
1.

Air-conditioning.

2.

Air-conditioning.

3.

Air-conditioning.

Oh, wait. That’s the obvious
answer. What might not be so
obvious are some of the coping
mechanisms that we used, which
allowed us to actually ENJOY the
summer.
First off, we purchased a patio
set. Yeah, yeah — we wanted to
wait until we’d built that
awesome patio in the back
yard… the one with the secret
garden and the pergola. But the
truth of the matter was that we
just couldn’t put our lives on hold
for the sake of a project that is
going to take a few more years of
work and saving to accomplish.
So, we broke down.
It’s all good, though. We’ve
spent many a gorgeous evening
sitting outside on our lovely

chairs, gazing out into the alley,
watching the cement practically
MELT into the sewer drains.
We found that we appreciate
our A/C all the more when
we’ve spent a few hours
outside. And we discovered
that a glass of wine tastes a lot
better when you drink it out in
the fresh air. So, we’ve spent
some happy times outside,
despite ourselves.
We also discovered that
keeping well-hydrated is a good
and right thing to do — and it
even fends off headaches. Paul
has taken to carrying a bottle of
SMARTWATER (or some such
thing) around with him at every
given moment. And we
probably slurp when we walk,
we’ve been drinking so much of
the stuff. In order to save more
water for ourselves, we’ve
boycotted watering our poor
lawn. So, it looks (sadly) like a
raging fire burned right through
our yard and took it out.
Fortunately, we were able to
mulch some of our gardens in
the front yard. So, our hope is
that the lovely flowers blooming
out front distract people enough
so that they don’t actually see
the sad, sad grass. (the upside
of our neglect is that we’ve
barely had to mow our lawn in
weeks!!)
In other news, Lo—being the
vain, vain girl that you all know
that she is—tried one of the
new lotion potions that
promises to make even whiteas-a-sheet gals like herself look
as if they have a golden glow.
She was quite happy with the
results, and felt that her newly

tanned legs gave her license to
wear shorts and skirts without
blinding anyone. Her biggest
disappointment with the whole
affair is that the product really
only made her skin a “normal”
tone — not really tan at all.
Needless to say, she had to
give up on her dream of being a
bronze beauty. Rather more
quickly than she had intended.
In other beauty news, we read
somewhere that rinsing our hair
in champagne before going
outside would bring out the
blonde highlights… and that
rinsing with beer would add a
lovely sheen. So, we tried it.
Now, of course, anyone who
comes within two feet of us
thinks that we’re alcoholics.
Finally, we focused on the fact
that, unlike chinchillas (who
cannot generally survive in
temperatures above 70ºF), we
knew that we would survive the
heat and the drought — and
make it THANKFULLY into the
waiting arms of autumn. Likely
without a scratch.
So, here we are — eating our
summer harvest of tomatoes
right here at our patio table,
drinking a nice glass of wine,
our hair smelling of beer and
champagne… and we’re
toasting YOU! You have, after
all, gotten through this
thoroughly ridiculous article —
despite the fact that it hasn’t
given you a speck of insight into
how one actually DOES survive
a very hot summer. And you’ve
forgiven us for that. So, thanks.
We’ll see you again in the fall...
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HAPPY
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

We are SUPER HAPPY to
announce that our friends
Jeremy and Rebecca
welcomed their third child to
the world in July! Happy
Birthday Lucia!!

•

We’re crazed and excited to
report that the garden
reception for Paul’s brother
John and his new wife Alex
went off without a hitch at the
END of July.

•

We’re positively nuts about
the fact that we broke down
got another kitty! (read more
about it on the last page)

•

We have just harvested one
of the best crops of heirloom
variety tomatoes EVER. We
have recently overdosed on
succulent tomato
sandwiches.
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Reflecting on the Sun
This is an article for anyone who has ever
known a nice person who, despite their
niceness, was positively infuriating. It is
also for any understanding soul who might
have had a bad experience at some point
with a NICE neighbor who somehow
transformed into a BAD neighbor
overnight. This article is for people who
know HOW to forgive people — but who
also find it difficult at times.
Peef and Lo, for instance, are pretty nice
people. At least we think that they are.
They smile at strangers. They wave at
people walking past their house. They
pick up their dog poop (well, they would, if
they HAD a dog). And — this is a big one
folks — they mow their lawn. Sometimes
even weekly.
Now, this year, lawns didn’t need to be
mowed quite as often as they might have
needed it other years. There wasn’t
enough rain to really help the grass to
grow — and so, it didn’t. This was a great
blessing, and Peef and Lo heeded it as
such.
A particular set of their neighbors, on the
other hand, decided that this summer
would be the time to just STOP mowing
their lawn altogether. Or something.
We say “or something” because they
didn’t actually STOP altogether. They
mowed their FRONT lawn (you know, the
part of the lawn that other people SEE);
but they kind of left their back yard alone.
The nice neighbors have become the sort
of neighbors that no one wants — the
neighbors that don’t seem to realize that
you can see their ugly back yard from
over the fence… or from the alley. The
sort of neighbors that just start to appear
lazy and unkempt. And very, very BAD.

Right now, Lo is gazing OUT of the
kitchen window at this lawn. And it’s a
pretty interesting sight. There are weeds.
Not just your garden variety of weeds —
dandelions and wild plantain and such.
No, these are some sort of SUPER
weeds. Regular science experiments.
Some of them are upwards of four feet
tall. And most of them have reached the
stage in their life cycles where they are
setting flowers — or even going to seed.
They aren’t pretty flowers — nor are the
seeds particularly nice to look at
(especially when one considers that these
crazy weeds might blow their seeds over
into other yards — maybe even a certain
yard that belongs to Peef and Lo).
No, it’s not a pretty sight. And that’s why
Peef and Lo are puzzled.
At first, they wondered if their neighbors
had a broken lawn mower. They
surreptitiously placed their own lawn
mower OUT on the lawn — wondering if
said neighbor might spot it and ask to
BORROW it. They mowed both their
front and back lawns — figuring that said
neighbor might follow suit (human beings
being naturally predisposed to a “keeping
up with the Joneses” mentality). They
even stood out in the yard and sent LAWN
MOWING ENERGY over to their
neighbors, just in case they’d run out of it
somehow.
Still, the lawn remained. At first it was no
big deal. The grass grew a bit. But,
although it was slightly shaggy, it wasn’t
an eyesore. Their dog had a tendency to
mat the grass a bit when he ran around in
the back yard — so that also made the
lawn look a bit less like it was growing out
of control.

And then the weeds came.
They gave no warning. They settled in
without mercy. And they grew at an
astounding pace. They began to take
over. They taunted small neighborhood
children. They bit at the dog. They blew
their nasty seeds out, past the neighbor’s
fence, into the wild world.
Peef and Lo CURSED the weeds. They
bit their tongues and smiled at their
formerly-nice neighbors. They turned
their heads when they sauntered out into
the back yard to pick tomatoes and
squash. They turned their chairs away
from the weeds as they sat out on their
new patio set to enjoy a romantic dinner of
grilled panzanella salad and a glass of red
wine. But alas — ignoring weeds, they
soon found, does NOT make them go
away. And so, the weeds persisted. And
the grass grew. And weeks went by with
no progress.
The weeds persist. And Peef and Lo now
survive on sheer HOPE. Hope that the
nice neighbor will return to being nice —
after having been not-nice for a very long
time. Hope that the weeds will die. Or be
chopped down by a force of nature
(maybe a snowstorm or a hurricane).
Yeah—if you need any hope, we’ve got
plenty of it. Just drop by, and we’d be
happy to share. We also have a few extra
weeds to spare… if you are so inclined. :)

Wonderful Watermelon
One of the best things about the summer
weather is the abundance of fresh
produce that is available… and the
absolute succulence of it.
This year, we joined a CSA — a
Community Supported Agriculture
program — which delivers fresh, organic,
local produce to our door each week for
about 26 weeks. One of the great things
about our CSA is that it’s given us a
chance to really experience the Wisconsin
growing season to its fullest. Between the
produce delivered each week and the
produce we pick from the garden, we’ve
eaten the gamut of fruits and vegetables,
including some really outstanding things
that deserve extra-special mention.
LIKE THE WATERMELON.
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Yeah, yeah—watermelon is FILLED with
lycopene. It’s a great source for summer
hydration. And kids eat it like candy. But,
for whatever reason, I never fully
appreciated it until this year.
This year, when we got our first little
melon delivery, I didn’t even bat an
eyelash. I didn’t rush to the cutting board
as Paul hacked through the crisp rind and
exposed the tender, yellow flesh. I didn’t
even blink when the odor of it wafted past
my nose as I stood at the sink.
But, with that delectable first bite, I was
HOOKED. It was positively the best
melon I’d ever tasted — absolutely
amazing. It made me giddy. Sweet and
tender… little sugar-filled fibers popping
open with each crunchy bite. It was
intoxicating. I didn’t even want to put it into

a fruit salad — or hide it in a watermelon
margarita. I just wanted to smash my face
right into a big, fat piece of it, and suck the
tender goodness right out.
Being a lady of gentile character, I did
NOT smash my face into that watermelon,
though — as disappointing as that might
be to some of you. But I did eat my fair
share. And I have continued to eat fair
shares… and not-so-fair shares in the
past few weeks. Paul has also eaten his
fair share — and can’t stop raving over it.
I noticed that we have another batch of
melons on the list for this week, and I’m
already salivating. And putting on a bib,
getting ready for some good old fashioned
face-smashing.

News from Peef & Lo

COPIOUS NOTES from the kitchens of ...
So, we’ve been spending time in the
kitchen again. And Paul has
discovered a new love — bagna
cauda. Or, as he fondly refers to it,
“magna carta”.
It all started on a Saturday night back
in May — Memorial Day weekend, I
think. We decided to have what we
call a “cooking night” — which means
we spend the entire evening cooking
together, making little plates of this
and that, noshing and enjoying the
whole experience. This is usually the
sort of night when we come up with
our best ideas for the “Burp” menu.
On this particular evening, we
shopped and settled on some tasty
dry-packed scallops (this was our first
time buying these, and we are
converts!), some fresh spinach, a nice
loaf of French bread, some fresh
mozzarella cheese… and a bottle or
two of decent wine.
We’d run across a sandwich
cookbook at the library earlier in the
week, and were tempted by a
particular baked appetizer featuring
the most amazing looking melty
cheese, French bread, and rosemary.
Unfortunately, it also happened to call

for a warm anchovy “broth” to be poured over the top.
And we all know what a huge fan of anchovies Paul is
(NOT)… As it turns out, it took a BIT of coercion
before he warmed up to the idea. But, once we got into the cooking process
and actually put the lemony bagna cauda sauce together, he couldn’t stop
exclaiming about how GOOD it was. “This is LOVE,” he proclaimed. And Lo
just laughed.
Now, if the idea of eating a warm, buttery anchovy sauce still doesn’t appeal,
maybe you need some new imagery. Just imagine … 4-5 slices of deliciously
crusty French bread paired with thick slices of fresh mozzarella cheese —
skewered together with sprigs of freshly picked rosemary, baked, and then
smothered in a lemony bagna cauda. Oh, dear. I think I might be drooling.
Nancy Silverton’s Bagna Cauda (“LOVE”… AKA “Magna Carta”)
2 to 3 garlic cloves, peeled and finely chopped (about 1 tablespoon)
4 (3-inch long) salt-packed anchovies, rinsed well, backbones removed, finely chopped
(about 1 tablespoon)
1 stick (4 ounces) unsalted butter
1/2 cup extra-virgin olive oil
1/2 teaspoon finely chopped lemon zest
3 to 4 teaspoons fresh lemon juice, or to taste
Kosher salt
Using a mortar and pestle, pulverize the garlic and anchovies into a smooth paste.
Transfer the paste to a small saucepan. Add the butter and olive oil and bring to a
simmer over low heat. Continue simmering for about 5 minutes. Remove the pan from
the heat and stir in the lemon zest and lemon juice. Season with salt, to taste.
From: Nancy Silverton's Sandwich Book : The Best Sandwiches Ever--from Thursday
Nights at Campanile

A New Addition—-- Meet Mona
It’s possible that we’re nuts. But
we’ve adopted yet another little furry
beast. This time, her name is Mona…
and she’s a five-year-old calico…
about the same age as Zoe. She is tall
and lithe, with beautiful markings, and
she used to be a model.
Mona lost her home a few months ago
when her owner passed away. A
friend of Lo’s asked if she’d be willing
to adopt — and how could she say no?
Mona was adorable, and had the
reputation for being the sweetest,
most affectionate little thing that
you ever wanted to see. So, we bit.
Happily, Mona’s transition into our
household is moving along quite easily.
But it wasn’t without hurdles. For the
first day or two, we had the uncanny
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feeling that the process was going to
be an absolute breeze. All the cats
seemed interested in one another…
and we almost clapped our hands in
delight.
Unfortunately, our overconfidence
got the best of us. Although we
sequestered Mona for the first
couple of days, we jumped the gun and
introduced her to the crew a day or
two too soon. And, all at once, the
apple cart became UPSET. Zoë went
mad with jealousy (models tend to
have that effect on people). Elmo
began sporting an eternal frown (he’s
fixed, after all). And we thought our
happy little home might never be
happy again.
Fortunately, we were wrong. We

decided to back up and try the whole
process over again. And, in the midst
of our second try, we seem to be
meeting with some success. Thanks
to a handy little product called
FELIWAY — a diffuser which spews
“happy feline hormones” all over our
house, the cats seem to be
acclimating to one another. And, in
turn, we are slowly acclimating to the
idea of having three little fuzzballs
around.
Stay tuned… as the tides yet may
turn :)
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News from Peef & Lo
BLASTED: Tips on How to Survive the
Wisconsin Heat
How hot is it?
It’s so hot the birds have to use
potholders to pull worms out of
the ground… hot water now
comes out of BOTH taps… when
the temperature drops below 95º,
we actually feel a chill in the air…
Yeah, it’s been a crazy summer.
And if you know either Peef OR
Lo, you know that the poor souls
just weren’t made for this sort of
weather. Paul starts to melt at
temperatures anywhere above
75º. And Lo is just a headache
waiting to happen in the
summertime anyhow…
So, how did we survive?
Well, folks, it wasn’t easy. But
we’ll share our secrets
1.

Air-conditioning.

2.

Air-conditioning.

3.

Air-conditioning.

Oh, wait. That’s the obvious
answer. What might not be so
obvious are some of the coping
mechanisms that we used, which
allowed us to actually ENJOY the
summer.
First off, we purchased a patio
set. Yeah, yeah — we wanted to
wait until we’d built that
awesome patio in the back
yard… the one with the secret
garden and the pergola. But the
truth of the matter was that we
just couldn’t put our lives on hold
for the sake of a project that is
going to take a few more years of
work and saving to accomplish.
So, we broke down.
It’s all good, though. We’ve
spent many a gorgeous evening
sitting outside on our lovely

chairs, gazing out into the alley,
watching the cement practically
MELT into the sewer drains.
We found that we appreciate
our A/C all the more when
we’ve spent a few hours
outside. And we discovered
that a glass of wine tastes a lot
better when you drink it out in
the fresh air. So, we’ve spent
some happy times outside,
despite ourselves.
We also discovered that
keeping well-hydrated is a good
and right thing to do — and it
even fends off headaches. Paul
has taken to carrying a bottle of
SMARTWATER (or some such
thing) around with him at every
given moment. And we
probably slurp when we walk,
we’ve been drinking so much of
the stuff. In order to save more
water for ourselves, we’ve
boycotted watering our poor
lawn. So, it looks (sadly) like a
raging fire burned right through
our yard and took it out.
Fortunately, we were able to
mulch some of our gardens in
the front yard. So, our hope is
that the lovely flowers blooming
out front distract people enough
so that they don’t actually see
the sad, sad grass. (the upside
of our neglect is that we’ve
barely had to mow our lawn in
weeks!!)
In other news, Lo—being the
vain, vain girl that you all know
that she is—tried one of the
new lotion potions that
promises to make even whiteas-a-sheet gals like herself look
as if they have a golden glow.
She was quite happy with the
results, and felt that her newly

tanned legs gave her license to
wear shorts and skirts without
blinding anyone. Her biggest
disappointment with the whole
affair is that the product really
only made her skin a “normal”
tone — not really tan at all.
Needless to say, she had to
give up on her dream of being a
bronze beauty. Rather more
quickly than she had intended.
In other beauty news, we read
somewhere that rinsing our hair
in champagne before going
outside would bring out the
blonde highlights… and that
rinsing with beer would add a
lovely sheen. So, we tried it.
Now, of course, anyone who
comes within two feet of us
thinks that we’re alcoholics.
Finally, we focused on the fact
that, unlike chinchillas (who
cannot generally survive in
temperatures above 70ºF), we
knew that we would survive the
heat and the drought — and
make it THANKFULLY into the
waiting arms of autumn. Likely
without a scratch.
So, here we are — eating our
summer harvest of tomatoes
right here at our patio table,
drinking a nice glass of wine,
our hair smelling of beer and
champagne… and we’re
toasting YOU! You have, after
all, gotten through this
thoroughly ridiculous article —
despite the fact that it hasn’t
given you a speck of insight into
how one actually DOES survive
a very hot summer. And you’ve
forgiven us for that. So, thanks.
We’ll see you again in the fall...
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HAPPY
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

We are SUPER HAPPY to
announce that our friends
Jeremy and Rebecca
welcomed their third child to
the world in July! Happy
Birthday Lucia!!

•

We’re crazed and excited to
report that the garden
reception for Paul’s brother
John and his new wife Alex
went off without a hitch at the
END of July.

•

We’re positively nuts about
the fact that we broke down
got another kitty! (read more
about it on the last page)

•

We have just harvested one
of the best crops of heirloom
variety tomatoes EVER. We
have recently overdosed on
succulent tomato
sandwiches.
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Reflecting on the Sun
This is an article for anyone who has ever
known a nice person who, despite their
niceness, was positively infuriating. It is
also for any understanding soul who might
have had a bad experience at some point
with a NICE neighbor who somehow
transformed into a BAD neighbor
overnight. This article is for people who
know HOW to forgive people — but who
also find it difficult at times.
Peef and Lo, for instance, are pretty nice
people. At least we think that they are.
They smile at strangers. They wave at
people walking past their house. They
pick up their dog poop (well, they would, if
they HAD a dog). And — this is a big one
folks — they mow their lawn. Sometimes
even weekly.
Now, this year, lawns didn’t need to be
mowed quite as often as they might have
needed it other years. There wasn’t
enough rain to really help the grass to
grow — and so, it didn’t. This was a great
blessing, and Peef and Lo heeded it as
such.
A particular set of their neighbors, on the
other hand, decided that this summer
would be the time to just STOP mowing
their lawn altogether. Or something.
We say “or something” because they
didn’t actually STOP altogether. They
mowed their FRONT lawn (you know, the
part of the lawn that other people SEE);
but they kind of left their back yard alone.
The nice neighbors have become the sort
of neighbors that no one wants — the
neighbors that don’t seem to realize that
you can see their ugly back yard from
over the fence… or from the alley. The
sort of neighbors that just start to appear
lazy and unkempt. And very, very BAD.

Right now, Lo is gazing OUT of the
kitchen window at this lawn. And it’s a
pretty interesting sight. There are weeds.
Not just your garden variety of weeds —
dandelions and wild plantain and such.
No, these are some sort of SUPER
weeds. Regular science experiments.
Some of them are upwards of four feet
tall. And most of them have reached the
stage in their life cycles where they are
setting flowers — or even going to seed.
They aren’t pretty flowers — nor are the
seeds particularly nice to look at
(especially when one considers that these
crazy weeds might blow their seeds over
into other yards — maybe even a certain
yard that belongs to Peef and Lo).
No, it’s not a pretty sight. And that’s why
Peef and Lo are puzzled.
At first, they wondered if their neighbors
had a broken lawn mower. They
surreptitiously placed their own lawn
mower OUT on the lawn — wondering if
said neighbor might spot it and ask to
BORROW it. They mowed both their
front and back lawns — figuring that said
neighbor might follow suit (human beings
being naturally predisposed to a “keeping
up with the Joneses” mentality). They
even stood out in the yard and sent LAWN
MOWING ENERGY over to their
neighbors, just in case they’d run out of it
somehow.
Still, the lawn remained. At first it was no
big deal. The grass grew a bit. But,
although it was slightly shaggy, it wasn’t
an eyesore. Their dog had a tendency to
mat the grass a bit when he ran around in
the back yard — so that also made the
lawn look a bit less like it was growing out
of control.

And then the weeds came.
They gave no warning. They settled in
without mercy. And they grew at an
astounding pace. They began to take
over. They taunted small neighborhood
children. They bit at the dog. They blew
their nasty seeds out, past the neighbor’s
fence, into the wild world.
Peef and Lo CURSED the weeds. They
bit their tongues and smiled at their
formerly-nice neighbors. They turned
their heads when they sauntered out into
the back yard to pick tomatoes and
squash. They turned their chairs away
from the weeds as they sat out on their
new patio set to enjoy a romantic dinner of
grilled panzanella salad and a glass of red
wine. But alas — ignoring weeds, they
soon found, does NOT make them go
away. And so, the weeds persisted. And
the grass grew. And weeks went by with
no progress.
The weeds persist. And Peef and Lo now
survive on sheer HOPE. Hope that the
nice neighbor will return to being nice —
after having been not-nice for a very long
time. Hope that the weeds will die. Or be
chopped down by a force of nature
(maybe a snowstorm or a hurricane).
Yeah—if you need any hope, we’ve got
plenty of it. Just drop by, and we’d be
happy to share. We also have a few extra
weeds to spare… if you are so inclined. :)

Wonderful Watermelon
One of the best things about the summer
weather is the abundance of fresh
produce that is available… and the
absolute succulence of it.
This year, we joined a CSA — a
Community Supported Agriculture
program — which delivers fresh, organic,
local produce to our door each week for
about 26 weeks. One of the great things
about our CSA is that it’s given us a
chance to really experience the Wisconsin
growing season to its fullest. Between the
produce delivered each week and the
produce we pick from the garden, we’ve
eaten the gamut of fruits and vegetables,
including some really outstanding things
that deserve extra-special mention.
LIKE THE WATERMELON.
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Yeah, yeah—watermelon is FILLED with
lycopene. It’s a great source for summer
hydration. And kids eat it like candy. But,
for whatever reason, I never fully
appreciated it until this year.
This year, when we got our first little
melon delivery, I didn’t even bat an
eyelash. I didn’t rush to the cutting board
as Paul hacked through the crisp rind and
exposed the tender, yellow flesh. I didn’t
even blink when the odor of it wafted past
my nose as I stood at the sink.
But, with that delectable first bite, I was
HOOKED. It was positively the best
melon I’d ever tasted — absolutely
amazing. It made me giddy. Sweet and
tender… little sugar-filled fibers popping
open with each crunchy bite. It was
intoxicating. I didn’t even want to put it into

a fruit salad — or hide it in a watermelon
margarita. I just wanted to smash my face
right into a big, fat piece of it, and suck the
tender goodness right out.
Being a lady of gentile character, I did
NOT smash my face into that watermelon,
though — as disappointing as that might
be to some of you. But I did eat my fair
share. And I have continued to eat fair
shares… and not-so-fair shares in the
past few weeks. Paul has also eaten his
fair share — and can’t stop raving over it.
I noticed that we have another batch of
melons on the list for this week, and I’m
already salivating. And putting on a bib,
getting ready for some good old fashioned
face-smashing.

News from Peef & Lo

COPIOUS NOTES from the kitchens of ...
So, we’ve been spending time in the
kitchen again. And Paul has
discovered a new love — bagna
cauda. Or, as he fondly refers to it,
“magna carta”.
It all started on a Saturday night back
in May — Memorial Day weekend, I
think. We decided to have what we
call a “cooking night” — which means
we spend the entire evening cooking
together, making little plates of this
and that, noshing and enjoying the
whole experience. This is usually the
sort of night when we come up with
our best ideas for the “Burp” menu.
On this particular evening, we
shopped and settled on some tasty
dry-packed scallops (this was our first
time buying these, and we are
converts!), some fresh spinach, a nice
loaf of French bread, some fresh
mozzarella cheese… and a bottle or
two of decent wine.
We’d run across a sandwich
cookbook at the library earlier in the
week, and were tempted by a
particular baked appetizer featuring
the most amazing looking melty
cheese, French bread, and rosemary.
Unfortunately, it also happened to call

for a warm anchovy “broth” to be poured over the top.
And we all know what a huge fan of anchovies Paul is
(NOT)… As it turns out, it took a BIT of coercion
before he warmed up to the idea. But, once we got into the cooking process
and actually put the lemony bagna cauda sauce together, he couldn’t stop
exclaiming about how GOOD it was. “This is LOVE,” he proclaimed. And Lo
just laughed.
Now, if the idea of eating a warm, buttery anchovy sauce still doesn’t appeal,
maybe you need some new imagery. Just imagine … 4-5 slices of deliciously
crusty French bread paired with thick slices of fresh mozzarella cheese —
skewered together with sprigs of freshly picked rosemary, baked, and then
smothered in a lemony bagna cauda. Oh, dear. I think I might be drooling.
Nancy Silverton’s Bagna Cauda (“LOVE”… AKA “Magna Carta”)
2 to 3 garlic cloves, peeled and finely chopped (about 1 tablespoon)
4 (3-inch long) salt-packed anchovies, rinsed well, backbones removed, finely chopped
(about 1 tablespoon)
1 stick (4 ounces) unsalted butter
1/2 cup extra-virgin olive oil
1/2 teaspoon finely chopped lemon zest
3 to 4 teaspoons fresh lemon juice, or to taste
Kosher salt
Using a mortar and pestle, pulverize the garlic and anchovies into a smooth paste.
Transfer the paste to a small saucepan. Add the butter and olive oil and bring to a
simmer over low heat. Continue simmering for about 5 minutes. Remove the pan from
the heat and stir in the lemon zest and lemon juice. Season with salt, to taste.
From: Nancy Silverton's Sandwich Book : The Best Sandwiches Ever--from Thursday
Nights at Campanile

A New Addition—-- Meet Mona
It’s possible that we’re nuts. But
we’ve adopted yet another little furry
beast. This time, her name is Mona…
and she’s a five-year-old calico…
about the same age as Zoe. She is tall
and lithe, with beautiful markings, and
she used to be a model.
Mona lost her home a few months ago
when her owner passed away. A
friend of Lo’s asked if she’d be willing
to adopt — and how could she say no?
Mona was adorable, and had the
reputation for being the sweetest,
most affectionate little thing that
you ever wanted to see. So, we bit.
Happily, Mona’s transition into our
household is moving along quite easily.
But it wasn’t without hurdles. For the
first day or two, we had the uncanny
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feeling that the process was going to
be an absolute breeze. All the cats
seemed interested in one another…
and we almost clapped our hands in
delight.
Unfortunately, our overconfidence
got the best of us. Although we
sequestered Mona for the first
couple of days, we jumped the gun and
introduced her to the crew a day or
two too soon. And, all at once, the
apple cart became UPSET. Zoë went
mad with jealousy (models tend to
have that effect on people). Elmo
began sporting an eternal frown (he’s
fixed, after all). And we thought our
happy little home might never be
happy again.
Fortunately, we were wrong. We

decided to back up and try the whole
process over again. And, in the midst
of our second try, we seem to be
meeting with some success. Thanks
to a handy little product called
FELIWAY — a diffuser which spews
“happy feline hormones” all over our
house, the cats seem to be
acclimating to one another. And, in
turn, we are slowly acclimating to the
idea of having three little fuzzballs
around.
Stay tuned… as the tides yet may
turn :)
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